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27 Positions are Saved,
But the Crisis Continues
By David Schwartz
The campus is still in chaos over the
proposed budget cuts, but there is now,
II least, good news to report along with
rhe bad. A $40 million fiscal plan,
prepared by SUNY Central, and
awaiting approval from the Division of
Budget, has most likely sa ved 27 of the
threatened 89 positions at Purchase.
Since the proposed cuts were made
public two weeks ago, there has been a
flurry of activity all over the school,
including meetings, protests,
demonstrations, and official memos,
which will be summarized at the end of
this report.

The Good News

10th, as scheduled. "It would mean
more layoffs if we were to postpone
decision-making," said Michael J. Del
Giudice, the Governor's secretary.
Legisla tors have protested this
announcement. Arthur J. Kremer,
chairman of the Assembly Ways and
Means Committee, said, in a New York
Times report, "We are at a loss to
understand how layoff decisions can be
made without any three-way agreement
on the amount of money to be set aside
for each agency."
Meanwhile, President Grebstein
awaits official news from SUNY
Central about how to proceed with the
layoff notification. This week, deans
and directors around the school will be
notified, orally, about which layoffs are
imminent. Written notice may come as
early as Thursday, for .the 62 people
whose jobs are threatened .

The restorations were announced by
President Grebstein to students who
were leaving for Albany on the crisp,
bright morning of February 28th.
The SUNY Central Plan
Cheers came from the buses as he said
~
Ihat 9 faculty positions have been saved,
The news about the 27 restorations
including the Freshman Studies
came in a press release, dated February
program, and four of the seven
23rd, from Vice Chancellor Perrin. The
threatened DEO teachers. (For a
plan, "prepared in response to a request
brtakdown of the 18 other restored from· the Division of Budget, would
posilifJns, see "Glimmer of Relief" retain many positions originally
memo at right.)
earmarked for elimination and avoid
Though the SUNY Central plan
permanent massive academic
offers relief, it also obscures the fact that
disruptions ."
62 positions are still in severe jeopardy,
The plan assumes the following
including 9 faculty, 20 maintenance results: the preservation of 1,247 of the
positions, 3 library positions, and 30
more than 3,000 positions targeted for
more from offices throughout the
elimination; a tuition increase of $300 a
school. Also, though the plan may save
year, and $1,000 a year for out-of-state
a third of the people scheduled to get
students; and the identification of an
layoff notices this week, it is extremely additional $10 million in revenue, which
unclear whether or not the state will
could mean an additional tuition
send out th~ notices anyway.
increase of $100.
Robert Perrin, SUNY Vice Chancellor
Basically, the plan raises $40 million
for University Affairs, said in a phone , which can be used for positions, without
conversation last Friday, "We're still
the need for any legislative restoration.
uying to handle that and avoid it if we
It includes:
can. Under our plan, quite a few jobs
"-Redirection of $24 million
will be retained." SUNY has requested realized through savings on utilities,
that no layoff notices go out until the
primarily as a result of fuel costs now
budget has been approved by the
lower than had been projected, and
legislature, citing the demoralizing
improved space utilization.
effect such notices would have, even if
"-Obtaining $6 million from
the positions were restored.
reductions in building repair and
Bul last Tuesday, the Governor's
equipment replacement allocations."
administration announced that 7,000 ·
-..:.....$10 million in revenue from
layoff notices would go out, on March
Continued on Page 8
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Student Senale V. P. of Finance Tony Kliphuis. speaking aliasl Wednesday's lown meeling.
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Albany: Lobby Day '83
A Smashing Success: See Pages 4-5

A memo from the President

"A Glimmer of Relief"
The following memo, addressed to " the campus community," was wrillen by
President Grebst ein on February 28th. H e has asked thai we print it.

*' *' *'
As yo u know from my message to the campus community on Febraury 8th.
SUNY Purchase was threatened with the immediate loss of 89 positions,
including 18 faclilty lines, pIllS the potential loss of 16 additional fa c lilty
positions. On February 25th wc receivcd news of a glimmer of relieL
As a result of a plan adopted by the Hoard of Trustees which will prodllce
sufficien t I'('vcn lies, internal savi ngs, and fiscal I.ransfcrs to rescue approxi ma tely
haIr the faclilty and staff positions from the more than 3,000 scheduled for
elimination SUNY -wide, we have been informed that Purchase is to rccc'ive a 27
position rcstoration. However, the 27 positions generate an average annual
salary of only $12,000. Given the severe restrictions imposed by the total dollars
available, we intend to distribut e the restorations as indicated below . My
decision on the distribution was formed after consultatioll with the Co
Chairmen of the Blldget Committee. the Faclilty Presiding Office r. and the
m('mbers of the ExeClllive Staff.

Facult y
Instructional Support
Organized Activities
Library
Slll<lelll Services
Residence Halls
General Administration
Ceneral Institutional Services
Maintenan cf' & Operations

Reductions
Proposed
Net Loss
Identified
Restoration
Still
as of 2/ 8/ 82 as of 2r 2!i / 82 Threatclled
18
9
-9
I
-2
3
[)
0
-5
."J
2
-3
6
-5
-7
9
2
-,I
·1
0
0
-7
7
32

12

-20

89

27

-62

Continued on Pale 14
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'F ull Budget Coverage
The budget crisis continues, and so
does our coverage. Pages 1·6 are
devoted ,he budget· related articles,
including an interview with President
Grebstein, two pages of coverage of
the lobbying in Albany, and a
commentary on the cuts by DEO
teacher Ina Schlesinger, on page 17.

Speaker Spotlight
There's lectures in abundance this
semester at Purchase. In order to
help provide adequate coverage,
we've started this new regular
feature, Speaker Spotlight, with
both previews and reviews of
lectures . Page 13.
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Theater X
The budget cuts inspired ace
fictionalist Kevin Boland to create a
futuristic view (but how far in the
future?) of our beloved Alma Mater.
Page 15.
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The Division 0/ Educational Oppurtunity's present/acuity: a team threatened by the budget cuts.

By Eva Papp
The
proposed'
budget cuts have
David Schwartz
attention
on departments
focused
much
News Editor
and
programs
which,
up
to now, have
Timothy McDarrah
maintained themselves on the seeming
Design
periphery of Purchase academia. In
Melanie Pitts
fact, were it not for the impending cuts,
Gloria Munzer
these programs might still be the object
Typesetting
of much ignorance on the part of the
Lisa Collins
Purchase body. But as the cuts have
created such a furor, there has been a
Photography Editors
subsequent desire to defend the
Janice Young
threatened programs, and hence a
Caroline Howard
scrambling for information regarding
Staff, Contributors
them.
A. Dean Bell, Kevin Boland,
The DEO program, as one of the
John Gray, Nicholas Griffin,
programs
in jeopardy, has excited much
John Hussar, Louise Leonard,
interest.
Although associated with
David Lints, Scott McGaha,
Purchase,
the DEO program was
Penny Meachem, Jesse
initially located in Mount Vernon when
Mentken, Philip Nicholas,
Robert Norman, Gary " it was begun in 1969. At that time three
schools made use of the two-building
Novikof/, Kevin O'Neill, Eva
facility in Mount Vernon; Sarah
Papp, Cary Rubin, Beth
Lawrence, Manhattanville, and
Schoenholtz, Paul Sedita,
Purchase. The DEO program was
Michael Stier, Eric Stull,
to assist those students
instituted
Susan Sweeney, Mr. Wonder
coming
from
academically disadvant
ful: William J. "Billy-boy"
and joined with the
aged
backgrounds
Taylor, Victoria Grace
EOP program, catering to the needs of
Weisel, and Jon Crystal as the
those financially as well as academically
Letter-to-the-Editor Editor
unprepared.
In 1978 the present DEO program
The Load is an independent
was established at Purchase, keeping
publication, financed by the
some of the students that had begun at
Student Senate and produced
Mount Vernon, but on the most part
by the students of SUNY
attracting
a new and younger
Purchase.
popUlation . Presently the DEO
program boasts 185 students, 14 faculty
positions, and 2 counselors.
The DEO program at Purchase is
unique in that it offers to its students a
structured two-year program during
which they receive frequent advising,
counseling, and teaching by a group of
professors dedicated to improving the
For Theater X pieces and artwork,
overall level of academic skill . Unlike
other departments on campus, DEO
letters, back page messages,
advertisements, guest columns and
has its own list of requirements a
student must meet in order to begin the
opInIon pieces
junior year within the mainstream of the
The Load will have a student body. These include math and
writing, (writing is emphasized in each
staff meeting on course),
as well as social science, natural
Tuesday, March 8th, science, and humanities courses. The
in the Load Office, goal of the DEO program is to teach
skills, along with content.
Room 0028, Campus necessary
Currently DEO has sixteen teaching
Center South, at positions. At first, it was announced
10:30 p.m. Anyone that seven would be lost, though the.
number has now been reduced to three
interested in joining cuts,
according to President Grebstein's
the paper is urged to "Glimmer of Relief' memo.
Editor·in-Chief

Next issue:
March 23rd
Next deadline:
March 14th

attend.
2
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Budget Cuts A Threat to
Affirmative Action Office
By Penny C. Meachem
Dee Molinari, Executive Assistant to
the President, is also the school's
Affirmative Action Officer. I talked to
her, because the recent cuts, which hurt
DEO, and which mean the loss of jobs
for some of the recently hired minority
and women workers, throw the
advances made by Affirmative Action
into jeopardy.
Molinari's main function is to
monitor the college's compliance to
Affirmative Action guidelines, which
consist of federal, state, and SUNY
rules. The rules prevent discrimination
based on age, sex, marital status, race,
religion, nationality, disability, and
criminal or military records . The
regulations apply to firing, hiring,
recruitment, and the school' social
environment.
Affirmative Action's presence is
somewhat less than it could be, because,
as Molinari explains, this represents
just a section of her job; she is the full
time assistant to the president. When
asked if this presented a conflict,

considering both functions are paid for
by the Administration, Molinari said,
"No, I feel responsible and obligated to
both positions. However, there is a
conflict of time." In light of this, it has
been easy in the past to "lean on the
DEO program for the recruitment and
involvement of minority students on
this campus."
Molinari says that the budget cuts
pose a problem for the Adminsitration
because they have a disproportionate
impact on minorities and women. This
is because the last-hired, first-fired
policy prevails, in respect to tenure and
to the apparent "hands-off' policy
regarding the Upper Division.
One of the two black teachers here
has her position threatened, and the
only full-time black nurse with seniority
is to be cut, the only black recruiting
person is to be cut, and at least o·ne other
black staff worker here is to be cut. And
the DEO department, which has over
half the minority popUlation on this
campus, is in serious jeopardy. In view
of these facts, it is hard not to see the
cuts as being administered un-equally.

The Un-Fare
By Jesse Mentken
One hundred Purhcase students
staged a "study-in" in the lobby of the
Center For the Arts on Friday,
February 25th. The demonstration,
called "UnFare," was designed to bring
the Purchase budget cuts to the
attention of Westchester residents
attending the Tokyo String Quartet that
night.
As the audience entered the lobby,
students handed them letters describing
the budget cuts and urging them to write
to legislators. Other students sat on the
floor, reading, writing, or stuffing
envelopes with letters to be mailed to
parents of Purchase students.
Student organizers stayed until the
intermission, and handed out letters
and issues of The Load. Students were
initially greeted with "I haven't heard
about it." But once told of the budget
cuts, most people expressed genuine
concern. One Westchester resident said,
"The budget cuts are a disaster. Not

only wiII they hurt the school, but they'll
cut down on cultural events." One
student explained "I think the frowning
sun (symbol of the UnFare) did shed
some light on the budget problems."
However, Sheila Birdsall, Manager of
the Center For the Arts, said, "The
UnFare was not well enough organized,
and there wasn't enough pUblicity."

i

,

deal with?
Well, no more than any other state agency . In other
words, we have three unions which function on this
campus. Our behavior, regarding retrenchment, is
strictly governed by the terms of that contract. So
every step that we take must be a correct step . If we're
not sure about what step to take, we get advice about
that. I'm not sure that's understood on the campus.
Certainly not by students. I think there's the belief on
campus that the President has the power to take any
program by whim. One ca:n't. It's not an open field .

. That raises a question, then, about what's going to
happen now. It was resolved at the EPC meetin~
yesterday that we're going to have one integrated
faculty, that the DEO and Freshman Studies teachers
will be integrated into the whole L & S faculty. Can
that be done - can the college determine that there are
no longer separate divisions, boards of study?
For a moment, let's forget this budget crisis, and
let's look at it as it would have normally, peacefully
evolved. In my judgement, the institution was evolving
towards an integration of the ' lower division, or
general education component of the college, into the
entire curriculum.
The EPC generated, last year, a proposal which was
moving in that direction. It was something the faculty
was beginning to explore. In time, there would have
been a proposal which included what we now do in
Freshman Studies and DEO with separate curricula.
Now, I believe in that. And as I said in the town
meeting, that is not in any way a negative judgement
about the importance of what DEO or Freshman
Studies provide .

i
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III think there's the belief on campus that

the President has the power to take any
program by whim. One can't."

The Load Interview-

A Talk With President Grebstein
By David Schwartz
The budget crisis has provided, to say the least, a test
for President Grebstein. In addition to making tough
decisions' came other problems: how to share the
information with the rest of the campus, and how to
provide a sense of leadership for the school in a time of
crisis, I talked with the President in his office about
some issues, specific and general, immediate and long
term, relating to the budget crisis,

•••

How do youfeel about last week's town meeting? Did
it help you in making decisions, and did it show you
anything about your relationship with students and
faculty? There was a sense of hostility in the air; what
did this tell you?
There was some hostility, I expected much more. I
was astonished that people applauded when I got up,
and I was surprised that even when I had to leave the
stage, having said some difficult things, that there was
still at least a little bit of applause mixed in with the
boos.
I would have expected all boos in, and all boos out,
considering that I am the messenger who brings the
worst possible news.

Do you think the meeting helped you in making
decisions?
I would not say that I learned any facts . I knew all
the alternatives, and could have guessed at the kind of
advice people gave. Feeling the spirit of the group - I
guess one learns something by that. It's like touching
the warm body of the institution. It just impresses on
you the reality of it; the reality of students. It's
something you can never know too well.
In terms of shaping a decision, no. The decisions in
terms of DEO and Freshman Studies were terribly
painful at the beginning, and no number of town
meetings, or applause or boos or whatever, would
have influenced those decisions. We made the best
decisions we could with the knowledge we had.

Now that you have seen how upset the whole student
J,ody was, do you regret announcing the cuts, before
they became final?
In the whole process, I think that's the only part of it
I now have some doubts about - whether being so
open, conveying as much information as I did, as early
as I did, as publically as I did, may have been a tactical
mistake. Different campuses have handled it in
different ways.
J was working from my own personal philosophy,

which is to· share what you know with the people - my
people (Purchase people are my people; I'm one of
them) because there seems to be such a hunger to
know. And the uncertainty of not knowing paralyzes
the whole institution. When . the reductions were
announced, the people in those programs were terri~ly
wounded, and it will be difficult for them to recover.
They may never recover . But everyone else who was
fearing for his or her job was then able to breath a sigh
of relief and they were able to go on and function,
hopefully, in a more or less normal way.
I held the news about programmatic cuts as long as I
could. I was beginning to get appeals, some from
students, saying "Please let people know. We can't
stand it." And that's how I feel about it. Now SUNY
Central from the beginning advised us not to convey
this information. They didn't indicate they were going
to have a plan to save positions.
On the other hand, let's say that here we are three
weeks later, and instead of 89, it's 62 cuts, instead of 18
faculty, it's 9 faculty. How long do you hold this
information? Normally at this time, we would be
preparing to pre-register for next year.
The tendency seemed to be that it would be best for
the campus to share the information, as fully and
frankly as possible, in a humane a way as possible.
Now, if sometime in April or May, the legislature
restores everything, and no jobs are lost, I'll look like
an idiot. I look like an idiot already, but it will turn out
to be absolutely the wrong thing to do. But tha t's part
of my policy in dealing with the campus. From what I
understand the campus wants more information, not
. less.

The prospect is that 7,000 layoff notices will go out
next week across the state. Is there any idea about how
that will affect Purchase
Well, sure. At the beginning we reported 89. We did
not give line numbers or names . Now we have
information on 62; I believe those have been reported.
So we're simply waiting for instructions from the state
level as to how to inform people. .
Now, the latest word in my mail says not to tell
anything, that if I feel I must give some sort of
preliminary indication, it should be informally and
orally. Those are the instructions up to this moment.

How much do you think that SUNY Central's plan
was motivated by a fear of law suits? Would law suits
have been a tremendous fiasco for SUNY to have to

They provide excellent programs, but they're
expensive programs, and they're separate programs.
And I don't believe in separate programs. I believe in a
col/ege curriculum, in which the teaching of freshmen,
and the teaChing of educationally disadvantaged
students, is as much the responsibility of full
professors, associate professors, and assistant
professors, as much the responsibility of one division
as another division; I believe in that, I always have.
There was a plan being evolved which would have
integrated the whole DEO with the College of Letters
and Science. That was happening, before the budget
crisis.

So what happens next? What will DEO look like next
year?
We don't know the answer to that yet. We will in a
few weeks. And that is a matter, essentially, for faculty
decision, for academic decision, which I can influence
with questions or suggestions, but which I neither can
nor should dictate.

Do you think that instead of having a DEO program
• as we do now, we'll begin to see remedial programs, in
a sense, for the whole college, and that DEO students
will have to pass those classes and will be in the college
instead of a separate division?
That's one model. There are many different models
of dealing with students who have learning skill
deficiencies of any kind. One can do it with separate
sections, which are remedial, if you want to call it that,
or developmental, or one can do it with sections which
mix students indiscriminately, but then, outside the
class, there are support services; tutorials, advisers,
and workshops, to help students who don't have the
skills catch up.
And I don't know which models would evolve at
Purchase. I do believe that this campus needs a
learning skills facility, staffed by knowledgeable and
devoted faculty who will provide the extra help that
students need.

If you integrate the programs, then you give up the
uniqueness of DEO. It's the only program like that,
with its own faculty.
I think that integration is inevitable and desirable,
because it's a segregated program. And I don't believe
in segregated programs.

What has the whole budget crisis told you about the
governance and decision-making process at Purchase?
Well, believe it or not, I think we're getting through
it as good or betterthan most. I mean that. I know that
people are very unhappy, and disillusioned. But this is
very bad news, and even in the most collegial and well
organized of campuses, this kind of news is going to
bring severe repercussions, and depression, and anger,
and all .of the feelings you've seen, and much more
continued on page six
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The Lobbying
(This story was reported on by Timothy
Me Darrah, Jesse Mentken. and Beth
Sehoenholtz. and was written by Mr.
MeDarrah.)

•••
Nearly 4,000 SUNY students and
teachers, including 200 from Purchase,
invaded Albany last Monday in what
organizers and legislators have termed
the most successful student lobbying
day in the history of New York State.
Student Lobby Day was organized by
the Student Association of the State
University (SAS U), to call upon the
"legislators of New York to recognize
the lunacy of destroying something 'in
one year which has taken a generation
to build." SAS U has called for short
term relief, through temporary tax
surcharges, "to help alleviate this short
. term revenue shortfall and ameliorate
the cruelty of these budget cuts."
Fourty-eight busloads full of people
joined 1,500 marchers from nearby
SUNY Albany to voice that plea.
In groups of 500, the throng was
ushered into an auditorium in the
Legislative Office Building, where State
Senators and Assemblymen are housed ,
for briefings on how to lobby. The
group was addressed first by Steve Cox,
the legislative director of SAS U, then
Dr. Nuala McGann Drescher, the
President of United University
Professions (UUP), a co-sponsor of the
day's events, and Jim Tierney, the
President of SAS U.
The students were told to go in small
groups to legislators from their towns or
their own school's districts, and to state
their cases articulately and intelligently,
and to as many law makers as possible.
The plea was to restore positions, to
lessen the tuition increases, and to vote
for a temporary tax surcharge.
Governor Cuomo has promised that he
would not raise broad-based taxes to
alleviate the State's $1.8 billion deficit.
Drescher said that in constant
dollars, the State invested $657.00 less
per student last year than it did in 1975.
She continued to say that twice in the
past ten years such a temporary tax had
4
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been invoked to overcome fiscal
setbacks, and that now was the time to
do it again.
The halls of the building were then
flooded with groups going from
legislator'S door to legislator'S door,
pleading their cases.
With the legislators
One of the first ofthe local politicians
we visited was Richard Brodsky, a
Democrat from Yonkers' 86th district.
Brodsky ushered as many students as he
could find into his office, and asked the
group what they wanted him to do.
Throughout the session Brodsky was
sympathetic, but rather snide and
obnoxious. He favored a surcharge, but
said that it did not sit well "with the
majority of my colleagues." When
asked if he felt that Bundy Aid (the $93
million a year the state gives to private
colleges, which as more than all the
other states in the union combined),
should be cut, Brodsky said "I
absolutely will not support removal of
Bundy Aid. Tell me how it will help you
if I do that? Huh? Huh?"
Assemblyman John Branca, a
Democrat from the 88th district,
blamed it on the RepUblicans.
Commenting over and over again,
"How many times can you kill a man,"
Branca said that he was in favor of a
broad-based tax, and that the Federal
budget certainly didn't help New York's
cause. He continued that Warren
Anderson, (Republican - 51 st district)
the Senate majority leader, wouldn't
listen to him, and complained that he
makes less money than a garbage-man.
The remainder of the Westchester
contingent in Albany, Assemblymen
Nicholas Spano (83rd), Gordon
Burrows (84th), John Perone (85th),
Peter Sullivan (87th) , and Henry
William Barnett (89th), and State
Senators John Flynn (35th), Joseph
Pisani (36th), and Mary Goodhue
(37th), are RepUblicans. In geneial, the
aforementioned, (or a top legislative
assistant), a!l visited by probably more
than 400 student, faculty, and staff
members each, were in favor of students
and their plight, but seemingly against
any plans to alleviate the problems.
Sullivan said that he was "steadfastly

opposed to all tax increases." He also
said that he did not know what Bundy
Aid was. Surprisingly, he was not alone
in his ignorance. Barnett did not know
what it was, several aides of absent
legislators did not know, nordid several
other legislators questioned from
different parts of the state. Barnett
claimed that he "was just elected, and
new at this lobbying stuff," but was a
diligent listener, however much his
opinions on issues differed from his
audiences in his office.
An aide to Senator Pisani, Maureen
Dumas, intelligently commented that
"the Senator is pro people. I don't know
about anything that you're going t~ask
me, I just know what kind of man he is,
and that he'll do anything to make the
people happy. He believes in
ed ucation."
Stahley Fink, the Assembly ~peaker,
commented to a gathering of Purchase
students that he was in favor of the tax
hike, but feared that it wouldn't pass.
The Chairman of the Assembly Ways
and Means Committee, Arthur J.
Kremer, a Democrat from district 20 in
Nassau County, defended Cuomo, and

sympathized with his VIsitors. "The
Governor did whatever he did in good
faith. He understands that the plan is
very bad for SUNY, but the problem is
that he has a shortage of one billion
eight hundred million dollars. He cut
where he thought he had to cut.
Obviously, he didn't expect anything
like this, though (motioning to the
crowds or people in his office and out
into the corridor). Lobbying is very
effective, especially with numbers like
this." He also said that he expected the
legislature to increase some taxes, but
didn't know if it would be enough to
combat the problems that exist.
SAS U's Communications Director
Mary Pendergast said that this was the
biggest turnout that she had ever seen at
a student lobbying day. "Students
obviously aren't going to take these cuts
laying down. We'll be having lobbying
days until we get a good education.
"This budget just creates a distorted
educated class of rich kids and poor
kids. The middle income students'
parents make too much money to
receive financial aid, but not enough to
pay for an education."
Continued on Page 14

Nancy Krisch, Karen Capucelli, Louise Leonard, Assemblyman Brodsky, Jessica Sharon

The Schools
In Attendance
University Centers
Albany
Binghamton
Buffalo
Stony Brook
Colleges of Arts
ands Sciences
Brockport
Buffalo
Cortland
Fredonia
Geneseo
New Paltz
Oneonta
Oswego
Plattsburgh
Potsdam
Utica / Rome
Agricultural and
Technical Colleges
Cobleskill
Delhi
Farmingdale
Upstate Medical
College of Forestry

The Rally
By Beth Schoenholtz
At two o'clock, nearly 4,000 SUNY
Sludents, who had been lobbying
tarlier, poured into the Convention
Center for a spirited and uplifting rally.
The Purchase contingent stood
logether. A -banner with "Purchase"
spelled out in a rainbow design, joined
lhe Plany banners and signs waving in
Ihe audience...
"Hey Mario: How About A Little
Something For The Effort?"
"Cold Cuts Not Budget Cuts"
"Education Not Annihilation!"
A pep band kept students cheering,
and Steve Wagner, SASU's organizing
director, was an energetic emcee,
keeping the morale up, and urging
sludents to express their anger at
Cuomo's budget cuts.
"We of SASU, the students of the
Universities, wholeheartedly support
the tax surcharge because when the
governor says, '1 have to cut,' he's not
making any sense. He's talking about
public policies, but he hasn't heard from
Ihe public. The message is going to ring
clear that the students and the unions
support revenue measures of small tax
surcharges to raise the necessary funds
Ihat need to go bacK to our schools,
because we shall not be the sacrificial
lamb.of the state familY." This comment

was met with tremendous applause, and
stamping feet.
Mark Alan Siegel, Chairperson of the
S!ate Assembly Committeee of Higher
Education, was introduced by Stev$!
Wagner as a "great friend of SASU's."
Siegel said, "The heart and soul of the
Democratic Party is public, higher
education. Everywhere across this
country, there is a basic understanding
that the entire source of the Democratic
Party relates to allowing people to
escape from the class conditions in
which they were born ... to rise above it.
People have a right to do better than
their parents did: to receive a fine
quality education at a cost that is not a
question! You have to come back, time
and time again, to remind my colleagues
what is at stake."
Siegel told students to keep writing
letters and making phone caBs to their
senators and assemblymen until the
final budget decision is reached on April
1st.
The President of SAS U, Jim Tierney,
was vehement in his speech:
"We are at a crossroads here. The
question was being talked about on
college campuses, was being asked of
the legislators and the people of our
government, 'Which side are you on?'
Well, 1 know what side we're on... we're

Commentary: A ,P roud Senate
By Elizabeth Gross
Student Senate President

Continued on page 14
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Senator John flynn

Assemblyman John Branca

I don't think there is anyone of the 150 students who went to Albany who
felt that their efforts were wasted. On the whole the entire day was definitely
successful. With the possible exception of the separation of the cups from
the orange juice on the way home, everything ran smoothly.
Those students who lobbied got a good taste for the functioning of the
Legislature, and the frustration of cutting through red tape. I was quite
impressed with the preparation that SASU / UUP provided.
The day began with a surprising number of students rising unusually
early to leave for Albany at 7: 15 a.m. An interesting experience for some
students who haven't seen 7:00 a.m. for literally years. After quite a number
of prompting sessions, students of SUNY schools were let loose in the
Legislative Office Building to lobby their legislatures and the local
Westchester representatives. After a morning of lobbying - well, mostly
signing lists and speaking to legislative aides - there was a rally held under
what is commonly known as "The Egg." A certain very bright representative
for The Load pointed out that it should be renamed "The Wok," for a more
accurate picture of what it really looks like.
The rally itself went fairly well, and the students were fantastic. Amidst
chants of "We Want Cuomo," and "They say cut back, we say fight back,"
was a very moving speech by the President of UUP. Especially good was her
introductory sentence, "The last time I heard 'We Want Cuomo' was during
his campaign." The high point of the rally and the one that made me the
most proud was when each school had a chance to chant their own school's
name. Oswego chanted "OSWEGO!", and so on. When it came to be
Purchase's turn, the students, to my absolute delight, instead of saying
"PURCHASE!", chanted "SUNY!" Nice touch, guys.
On the action of this campus itself, there has never been a prouder
Student Senate. Comparatively, we brought up a tremendous number of
students. Binghamton brought up only one bus, and we had three b u ses, a
van, and a car. Everyone was great! I am amazed and excited by the
involvement of so many. Worthy of special mention were the staff and
faculty in attendance.
My hope for the future of this campus rests on the continued involvement
of the students who participated. They carried a heavy load on their
shoulders. Any restoration we see by the legislature is a direct result of the
involvement of those who took time to care, and we thank you all.
The Load. March 9th. 1983
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Grebstein Interview
Continued from pale 3

people who lose their jobs are all the junior people . . enough in their major. So what does one then do - offer
Those would be the first to go, no matter what service even less in the major?
they're providing, or what part of the curriculum. And The good thing about general education is tlud it eM
what it would mean is that every major in the college give an identity to the school. The Purchase edUctJtiOff
would have had to offer less, and some divisions would used to be defined by some specijic,.unique progr4m$.
have had to change their major requirements because Clusters, Junior Field Exam, the grading system, tilt
the people who offered certain required courses would short term calendar. Whether or not ' they htld
have been dismissed. I don't believe in that.
problems, they still defined what the school was. Now,
it seems that these have all been taken away, but MIt
haven't
seen what will replace them. What is it that will
One point of resentment heard at the town meeting
define
a
liberal arts education at Purchase~
was that the School of the Arts wasn't hit as badly as
.
Good
teaching, personal attention to students as
. the College of Letters and Sciences.
individuals,
still, no matter how large we grow, and
Well, the arts were hurt pretty badly. But clearly, I
think that the distribution of the reductions indicated we're not really scheduled to become that large.
that the arts are perceived as more important to the . Students who are taught essentially by faculty who
take teaching seriously and do it with great passion
future of the college than is letters and science.
and love for the students, and where every student
StiN, I think the arts was hurt prett~ badly.
member is known by name by the faculty in their class,
Dance was seriously hurt, and so was Visual Arts. and every student knows a faculty member well
They've taken losses.
enough to ask that person for letters of
There has been talk ofgeneral education, at thefaculty recommendation - that's not true in very many
. retreat, for example. What your decisions showed is publically supported institutions any more .
that general education comes second - the school is
I think that's special about purchase. I think it's
really supporting the majors, and supporting the
separate departments over a common education at
Purchase. What do you think is the role of general We need a clUlnge in attitude which [oQks

hostility towards the administration.
I'm really pleasantly surprised by how well people
are behaving here, how civilized it's all been. I think
the college needs a budget process, a priority planning
concept, which we began. We've asked now, for the
second consecutive year, for units to inform me about
what they feel their priorities are. We've done this for
two years.
We had a budget committee, before there was any
bad news. I gave them a mandate, and asked them to
prepare some recommendations. That's more than
what exists at many other campuses. It's not as good as
the best of them. The most mature campuses do have a
better planning process than we do, an all campus
process. But I think we're moving in that di'rection. I'm
optimistic that in the next couple of years we'll have it.
What do you think we need, in terms ofgovernance, in
terms of making information available~
Well, I think there's never too much information. I
think we need a participatory governance process,
which hopefully we are approaching. I think above all,
we need a change in attitude. And that's the most
difficult to achieve. A change in attitude which looks
at individual boards of study and individual divisions, education~
I think strong general education is indispensa ble to '
not exclusively, but from an all-college, all-campus
the
survival of the college, and the prosperity of the
standpoint. We need a change in attitude which looks
at the welfare of the entire campus community, as college.. .eventually. Now, I'm looking into the future.
much as the needs and welfare of one's own particular That doesn't mean that the present forms of general
education, which are only very partial forms, are
neighborhood.
.
I find that spirit in some quarters of the campus, but indispensable.
Looking at all the possible alternatives, you don't
not everywhere. And one could hear it in the town
meeting. To me, the most meaningful response that have a choice between what's good and what's evil.
came from that town meeting was when 1 was trying to You have a choice between what's evil and what's not
describe the different aiterllatives one has in making so evil. You have a choice of gradations of evil. And
reductions, and I said that I could have simply taken the choice is very simply then, do you not offer
two or three positions from each division, and then . anthropology, or literature, or dance, or acting, or do
some student voice said, "That's what you should have you not offer Freshman Studies, or some part of the
done."
.
DEO curriculum.
I considered that, and I don't believe that's what I
Clearly, in my judgement, it's better to be able to
should have done. I think that would have been the offer a degree in anthropology, anda degree in dance,
worst way to do it, by taking the quality of the whole and a degree in whatever, than it is to be able to offer
down a certain proportion to save a few units, at the Freshman Studies and DEO.
expense of everything and everybody. I think that
We don't offer that much. We're a very small
would be a very bad mistake. It's the easiest kind of institution. And among the reasons why students
decision to make, but a bad one. Because then the come and then leave here is because we don't offer

Come to 'Ihe Pub in Campus Center South
With new prices. new hours. and an expanded menu .
and the new Back Bar, for light snacks and beverages
Hours
Mon.. Tue.. Thur., ..... . .. . .. . .. . . . .... .. . . .. .. .. . ....... 7:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
Wednesday. Friday .. . . .. . . . . ....... .. . . .. .. .... . ...... .. . 4:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Saturday . . .. ....... . .. . ..... .. ... .. . .. ... ; . .. ..... . .... . 7:00 p.m. - 1:00 am.
(foods available until lh-hour before closing)

DAILY SPECIALS
Monday: Hot Pretzel. and Mustard
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 25¢

at the welfare of the entire campus
commwzity, as well · as...one's own
particular neighborhood.
1
Important to emphaSIze that I was not responsibiefor
the. failure of any of those experiments, or for the
decisions which ended them. Those are all part ofthe
institution's history.
As one looks at the best institutions, which in some
way combine the arts and liberal arts, none of them are
experimental. There are a number of interesting
experimental institutions; . Hampshire College,
Evergreen College ... but only a couple.
The great American undergraduate liberal arts or
pre-professional institutions, and small colleges, are
all classically oriented. And what they emphasize are
the qualities which always have been important and
always will be important at Purchase, which is the
intimate, personal commitment to teaching and
learning. I think that's the greatness of this institution.

I.

March· lOth
BECK'S NIGHT
Beck's beer reduced to $1.25.
Raffles for t-shirts,' mirrors, lights. etc.

March 17th
ST. PATRICK'S DAY
Special .Celebration
Come join us! st:a.tts at 7:00 p.m.!

/

Wednesday: Happy Hour
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. Assorted cheese and chips
lbursday: Special offers
Your choice: Free chile on hot dogs, or free fries
with beverage and burger or hotdog.
Friday: Hot Hors D'Oeuvre.
Served from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Saturday: Midnight Pizza
Free with purchase of food or beverage

Now avallable, in the BACK BAR,
and at Campus Center North:
16-oz. Pepsi Cola,- with collectible
.Tiffany Glass! Just $1.10
I

•

. Continued on pale 17

SPECIAL EVENTS ATTHE PUB

Tuesday: Shrimp and Clams on the half shell
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 30¢ each for high quality shrimps and clams
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By David Schwartz
SUNY Central does exist. The State
University'S bureaucratic headquarters
is the source of the past weeks' chaotic
budget news. It is housed, surprisingly,
in a magnificent Gothic building by the
Mohawk River in Albany. From the
midsection of this low-lying edifice,
which looks more like an English
cathedral than the train station from
which it was converted, rises a twelve
story administrative tower. We walked
into the groin-vaulted lobby, and,
acting as though we knew what we were
doing, took an elevator to the top floor
the Chancellor's office.
Though warned by a cynical SAS U
lobbyist that we wouldn't get to speak to
anybody in this bureacratic jungle, we'
were warmly greeted by Dr. O'Dowd,
SUNY's Executive Vice Chancellor.
Once in O'Dowd's office, which
overlooks the tangle of super-highways,
bus stations· and modern buildings
which make up Albany, an apologetic
Chancellor Wharton walked in, assured
us that he does exist, and ran off to a
lunch meeting after posing for a picture.
The position-saving plan
The news from SUNY Central has
been erratic and confusing. Schools
were asked to plan for program cuts,
and staff cuts, within days. Last week,
though, a fiscal plan was announced
from SUNY Central that would save an
estimated 1,247 of 3,000 threatened
faculty and staff positions.
Dr. O·' Dowd explained this
confusion. "The original cuts requested
by the Governor on January 28th
indicated that we would have to
eliminate 2,200 people. I kind of
believed it. But more than anyone else,
Chancellor Wharton decided not to
accept it. He worked with the Governor
on p\;lns to rearrange our internal
resources."
SUNY Central looked for ways to
save positions without having to ask for
more money than Cuomo's budget had
allocated. The plan calls for the
"redirection of $24 million realized
through savings on utilities, primarily
as a result of fuel costs now lower than
had been projected, and improved space
utilization, and $6 million from
reductions in building repair and
equipment replacement allocations."
According to Provost Jerome
Komisar, "we expected a more rapid
increase in oil prices; that's why we have
extra utility moneys. " Also, according
to O'Oowd, part of the plan involves" A
hard squeeze on space utilization. We're
going to close down underused
academic and service space. Oswego,
Brockport, and Potsdam are some of
the places which will be forced to close
space."
For Purchase, at least, the plan has
probably saved 27 positions. But there
are a few hitches. It must first be
approved by the Division of Budget.
"They have indicated a willingness to do
so," says O'Dowd, "They didn't realize
this was possible until mid-month."
And Komisar warns, "I still expect a lot
of cutbacks and retrenchments." Also,

only place in SUNY with professional
arts programs. The Letters and Sciences
program is seen as rather different than
other campuses ... the school's location is
also distinctive. We see Purchase as a
school with enormous potential,
particularly in the arts. Also, there's a
lot of potential for bringing the Letters
and Sciences and Arts together, which
should create a distinctive atmosphere.
But this potential hasn't been realized
yet."
The Buzz-Word: High Technology
When candidate Cuomo spoke at
Purchase last fall, he talked about the
importance of "high-technology
programs" for SUNY, a concept which
wasn't enthusiastically received here.
What is the future of high technology in
SUNY?
Komisar says, "We've done a lot of
talking about it...it's been pushed by my

The real question is what does
this portendfor thefuture? We're
approaching this as a problem
for the next few years. I'm
optimistic, but I'm looking 3 or 4
years ahead from now...
-Jerome Komisar
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office. SUNY has limited resources in
high technology compared to programs
around the country, and we haven't
been able to respond to a real student
~
demand. We're becoming a much more
A.
technology-oriented society."
Another buzz-word heard around
Vi~ Chancellor 0'Dowd and Chancellor CIi/lOn Wharton, S UN Y's .. Number I and 2" men.
SUNY is "internal shift of resources."
Or, more bluntly put, to support high
technology, other programs will have to
be cut. "A big contraction will take
place in education training, in social
sciences, and humanities," says
O'Dowd. The shifts represent, in part, a
the plan will not prevent layoff notices
changes, Komisar said, "The idea was · changing job market. "There was a mass
from going out next week to the non
not to make temporary changes." It is of"teachers needed, between 1950 and
.faculty positions scheduled to be cut.
not clear how much SUNY will be 1970, in response to the baby boom.
Last Tuesday, a Cuomo aide
fighting for restoration beyond their Also, industry is changing, and we must
announced that the Governor would
own plan.
be more attentive to communications
not listen to a request from legislators to
and technology fields, rather than
Purchase, seen by SUNY
delay the layoffs until the budget has
industrial fields."
How does SUNY Central see
been approved. Michael DelGiudice,
"It's an awkward time period," says
Purchase? In an era when, according to
the Governor's aide, said, "It would
Komisar.
"When I was in school, any
O'Dowd, "Numerical-related fields like
mean more layoffs if we were to
major
offered
a job of some sort. But.
math and science will be favored over
postpone decision making. Every
now,
many
don't.
The number of
verbally oriented fields, like Social
minute you delay costs you money."
majors will decline."
Sciences and Humanities," what is
Also, the SUNY plan calls for a $300
Purchase's future? Also, in an era of
"The real question," says Komisar, is
fiscal restraint, will Purchase, the most "what does this portend for the future.
SUNY Central is housed,
expensive college for the state, per We're approaching this as a problem for.
surprisingly, in a magnificent
student, (nearly $6,000 student, the next few years. I'm optimistic ... but
Gothic building by the Mohawk compared to an average of $3,800 per I'm looking 3 or 4 years from now." For
year) get the support it needs to remain the coming years, at least, SUNY
River in Albany.
distinctive? I asked O'Dowd if some Central will be working hard just to see
tuition hike, which includes a $25
schools in the SUNY system were · the system hold its own.
Though there is little ill will from
"computer fee." This is $25 more,
distinguished as being special, and
overall, than the Governor's budget had
SUNY Central about Governor Cuomo
worthy of more money.
requested . Also the SUNY plan call~ for
"It's hard to do. The state determines ("We have good feelings about the
a formula based on student/faculty Governor. .. we think he has a great task
$10 million dollars in unspecified
revenue, which might mean an
ratios, which doesn't take into account ahead of him," says Komisar), one
the concerns you mentioned. They tell button seen in Albany last week was a
additional tuition hike of up to $100.
The plan still allows for nearly 600 us specifically how much each campus is strong reminder of SUNY's days of
layoffs, and extensive program cuts allotted, based on this formula .
prosperity. It asked, "Nelson
around the state. In talking about the
"Purchase is distinctive primarily in Rockefeller, where are you when we
importance of making programmatic the arts," said O'Dowd, "since it's the need you?"

The Real People at the
Bureaucratic Headquarters

The Inquiring Reporter
By Caroline Howard and
Janice Young

without my department. I wouldn't c~ll
this a university any more. It's a college.
Tom Howard

Chiori Miyagawa
Albany
The Communications Department
(my major) has now become part of
Social Science and is not autonomous
any longer. This makes the number of
courses limited and people fight more
for class space. The quality of the school
is going downhill and my major is shot.
Also, I'm an out-of-state student and
I'm not sure if it's worth staying here

Albany
I'm losing federal money as it is
beca use of Reaganomics (Social
Security) and I don't have any Financial
Aid. School is going to be a bigger
burden to my mother now because of
Cuomonomics and higher tuition costs.
I'm a senior majoring in Social Science.
These new budget cuts have made even
my upper divisional classes larger (300
to 400 people in each class). If I wasn't
graduating this spring, I would think

about transferring. But where would I
go? Private schools are too mcuh, this is
as cheap as it will ever get for me.
Mike Slater
Farmingdale
They're tyring to make Farmingdale
a 4-year college so the Administration
and teachers are willing to do anything
to get it. It's up to the students to fight
the costs - we have to rely on ourselves.
Nancy Katz
New Paltz
The first thing to go because of the
budget cuts is any non-traditional or
innovative major. All dance, theater,
etc. Three bus loads of students came
here today but most aren't even aware

of what's going on. It's pathetic the way
it is there.
Gary Dawson
Buffalo State
We face the loss of70 staff and faculty
members, reduced library hours, the cut
of SEEK, the EOP for minority
students, and the loss of one major, with
one more to be announced. They're
trying to cut across the board - there's
only one staff member from my major
(political science) left. On the student
political level, the student government
and NYPIRG, a student public interest
group, are sponsoring a letter-writing
campaign and on February 24th there
was a very successful rally on the
Student Union with media coverage.
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The Budget News
Continued From Page One
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sources which have not yet been asked, "Just what is Al Hunt going to
jetermined, but which could include ad minster over next year, if there is no
tuition increases or legislative Freshman Studies?" Grebstein
restoration.
responded, "There is a need for
Chancellor Wharton stated, "While freshman to be taught, and we will meet
the position retentions would sharply that need."
Many in the audience complained
mitigate the academic program
impact...there nevertheless will be that too few cuts were made in the arts.
serious consequences. We stand to lose To this, an irate dancer pointed out that
between 1,700 and 2,700 positions the only dance history position was cut,
despite the retentions, and there is no with the loss of Sally Banes, and that the
way enrollment can remain at its use of the Dance Lab Theater is in
current levels or that all programs can jeopardy, with the loss of a technical
be observed."
dance position. She also pointed out
The SUNY Central plan provides that dancers were taking Freshman
'temporary relief, based on money saved Studies. "You hear people talk about
from lower than expected oil costs, the stupid dancers - that's all we're going to
closing of a number of buildings have now," she shouted.
throughout the SUNY system, - and
Emergency EPC Meeting
delays in construction, and equipment
The faculty's Educational Policy
and building repair.
'Committee, with members from each
division of the school, makes proposals
about curriculum and academic policy
-to the faculty at large. Faced with the
loss of the whole Lower Division
Emergency D EO meeting
program, and the need to plan, within
Humanities classroom 1064 was three weeks, an academic program for
packed at the 4:30 p.m. emergency the fall, the meeting had more than a
meeting for the DEO program. Most of touch of chaos.
Wayne TeBrake complained, of the
the nearly 150 DEO students were there,
along with their teachers, and the entire administration's decisions, "We are
never given a rationale for any decisions
Student Senate.
.od here." Eric Carlson, who
DEO acting director
.
:~"'9:~" EPC with TeBrake,
Sorhaindo expressed his s...
agre e d • .' t~...J1 a t has become
confusion about the prosp
is a lack of
nearly half of his faculty . .
don't know what the ~re of the
program will be next se.~<;r.
I'Jl use
l·'- ....
all my energy to make s~XQ'U get what
you were told to get."
The sadness in the room,ch.4ifge'd ' to
anger as the meetinr~ progr"Qed~
Professor Alan Sadovnf~... whose job
was on the line, said, "the students
ought to voice their collecti~ ~ disgust at
a Purchase without a lower division
program. We deserve yo w: politkal
support and not your conc.iilences. The
President singled out tbe'1v~rograms
that have never beSn"'$!lPp o:litc.d by the
faculty as a w~~~
As it beca m~1N~.
DEO's f:utU$'·· ~:ij.
in te&n-:i'iQ.nintn' the-ttl
ret
caltc&e~- -4.f.Vief Mehil
St'"
~yteeli11 · $.,haa~~

Budget Action:
A Chronology
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The Town Meeting
"It's an emotional issue .. .let's try to
remain calm," said Student Senate
President Liz Gross at the beginning of
the Wednesday, February 23rd town
meeting, called by the Student Senate,
to discuss the budget cuts. The
Humanities Auditorium was nearly full,
with students, faculty, and
administrators, including President
Grebstein, who stirred up the meeting,
drawing a mixture of boos and applause
when he spoke about the rationale
behind his cuts.
Alan Sadovnik drew large applause
when he claimed that "DEO has been
rather systematically closed down,nand
criticzed the announced cuts for not
meeting the needs of lower division
education, or of minority students.
President Grebstein, applauded as he
took the stage, received little sympathy
when he said, "There is no way to do this
miserable work well. When you are told
that you have eight days to cut 18% of
your faculty and staff, there is no way to
do it well. Either you weaken the entire
institution by cutting across the board,
or you cut specific programs."
The President was challenged, by
Social Sciences professor Mary
Edwards, on his refusal to promise that
restored positions would go back to
places where they were cut, and on his
refusal to keep the two open deanships
vacant in order to save positions.
The audience applauded as a student
8
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program, with different people - that
would provide the grounds for a law
suit."
Dean of Letters and Sciences Jim
Utter pointed out that no retrenchments
had actually taken place yet, and the
meeting ended with a feeling of the
chaos of trying to put together a
coherent program on such short notice.
The reason for the pressing deadline
is that pre-regsitration is scheduled for
April. An academic program must be in
place within the next few weeks, and it is
still unclear who will be here next fall.

be possible to cut it if the budget news
was bad next year.
"This was the worst meeting I've ever
Con~ut:d
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Draft Resisters:
Beware of The
Solomon
Law
By A. Dean BeD
Very few people have heard about the
,Solomon Amendment, though it will
affect over half the students at Purchase
and college students across the country.
In amending the Military Selective
'Service Act, students will have to file a
Statement of Registration Compliance
as of July 1st, 1983. Without a
Statement of Compliance on file,
students would be ineligible for federal
financial aid, which includes nearly all
types of financial aid.
President Reagan signed the law on
September 8th, 1982, and since then
there has been at least one lawsuit
testing its constitutionality. The
Minnesota Public Interest Research
Group and the ACLU tried to fight the
law on the grounds that it conflicted
with que process clauses in the
Constitution as well as discriminating
on the basis of sex. The case, however,
was thrown out of court.
Those ineligible for the draft (women,
older or handicapped persons) will not
have to file. Due to sex discrimination
laws, gender questions on applications
are optional. Therefore, the Financial
Aid office has no accurate listing of
students' sex and will face confusion
and mistakes in applying the new law.
Students who wish to protest draft
registration by non-compliance will
now have something more immediate to
deter them; the prospect of losing
money.

Albanr,
Restoration,
and Confusion
See pages 4 and 5 for stories about the
lobbying day in Albany, which was
attended by 150 students, and only 5
faculty. The day began with the good
news; the 27 restorations.
Yet prospects of restoration brought
out some of the segregationalist blood
for which Purchase is famous. At
another emergency EPC meeting, Paul
Steineck, Chairperson of the Natural
Sciences Division, proposed,
essentially, that the Freshman Studies
program be restored intact, and kept as
a separate division, so that it would still

Bv Jesse Mentken

The Entrance Gates
Signs needed for the gates at the
school's entrances have arrived, and will
be installed shortly. The town of
Harrison has given Purchase
permission to close the roads at the
school's three entry points, between
II :00 p.m. and 5:00 a.m.
The main entrance gate will be
opened by an officer in the gate house,
and the gates by Cottage A venue and
Lincoln Avenue will remain closed.

Coop Burglarized
$200 was stolen from the Food Co-Op's
cash register on Thursday night,'
February 25th.
According to store manager Matthew
Mandelbaum, the thief entered the
store, in the basement of CCN, through
a never-used back door. One student
director claimed that all cash registers
are supposed to be emptied each night.
Why this wasn't done Thursday night is
not known.
The robbery, says Mandelbaum,
could have "devastated" the Co-Op, but
the Student Senate has lent a helping
hand with a $200 grant.

Ambulances
Purchase may be able to keep one
ambulance on campus during the day.
According to Mark Albrecht, Director
of Public Safety, this will be possible if
students volunteer to drive the
ambulances. There are presently no
ambulances on campus and calls have
to be made to the Harrison Police force
every time one is needed.

l':INANCIAl AID
THE U.S. AIR FORCE HAS SCHOlARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS WHO WILL BE ENTERING
MEDICAL OR OSTEOPATHIC SCHOOL THIS FALL

BENEms INCWDE
FULL TUITION
ACADEMIC FEES
TEXTBOOKS A SUPPU£S
$556 MONTHLY STIPENQ

UnFare Protest
See story on page 2. The
demonstration in the Center For the
Arts was designed as a media event, and
a way to inform the community that
Purchase is in trouble.
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Focus

Julielle Kurth, John Chardiel

Seniors'Romeo and Juliet:
AFlawed Conception
By Philip Nicholas
In reference to his current prod uction
of Romeo and Juliet performed by the
Senior Acting Company, Gerald
Freedman states in his director's notes
that he has tried "to create a world of
energy, vigor and athleticism that
mirrored the post-feudal times of a
market and merchant town like
Verona... Refinement of language and
tlegance of manners associated with the
beauty of the poetry (but actually quite
separate and distinct from it) was given
second priority."
Although Mr. Freedman manages to
rapture the volatile character of post
Medieval Italy, and the technical
aspects work well (and sometimes
beautifully) in allowing for fluidity of
action, ultimately we are presented with
a production that is unsure of itself
conceptually. Though there are fine
performances in every corner, there is
no through-line or logical dramatic
direction to held them together.
Many critics disagree about the
themes of Romeo and Juliet; some see it
as a play of fate, others as ' a play of
chance, and others as a tragedy of
youthful passion versus reason, with
Romeo and Juliet's tragic flaw being
their impetuousness. With respect to
these critical theories, all of which are
potentially valid, one must finally say
that Romeo and Juliet is a play about
the generation gap; the insensitivity of
adults toward youth, and the inability
of certain adults to bear responsibility
for the consequences of their actions.
From this point of view certain things
become very apparent. First of all there
is the foolishness of the feud between
the Montagues and the Capulets; the
stubborness of both sets of parents and
~specially old Capulet's irrational
passion. There is a general lack of
insight on the part of all the adults and
even questionable motives from those
characters who may appear most noble.
Friar Lawrence, for instance, especially
wants to marry Romeo and Juliet for
political reasons; he is constantly
concerned with his public image and it is
ultimately his timidity which dooms
Ju~et. Mr. Freedman, however,
surrounds the two lovers with
characters who honestly seem like they
deserve to shun responsibility for the
tragic outcomes of their actions. They
are aU 'nice' people, but what is nice?
In the scene where Capulet chastizes
Juliet for not marrying Paris,

Shakespeare emphasizes Capulet's
anger: "Out, you green-sickness
carrion! Out, you baggage! You fallow
face!" (III, v. 152) - throiwng Juliet out
in the streets was about the worst thing
her father could do. Yet, actor Saul
Stein seems afraid to connect himself
with the senseless (yet dramatically
imperative) anger of Capulet. This is a
critical oversight in direction (and
acting) for without a strong Capulet, we
as an audience really don't know quite
where to put the blame.
Unfortunately this rather oblique
approach to interpretation extends to
the young lovers as well. It is clear that
Romeo may think of himself as
"fortune's fool," but does Shakespeare
think of him that way? One of the
thematic questions constantly raised is
whether or not Romeo is really worthy
of the marvelously mature Juliet.
Clearly at the outset of the play he is
not. Rather, he first appears as a
character more in love with the idea of
love, than with Juliet. Yet during the
course of the play Romeo begins to
mature; his previously overemphatical
metaphors fall away and in his final
scene with Friar Lawrence, it is clear
that he no longer needs his excessive
verbiage: "Hang up philosophy! .. .It
helps me not, it prevails not. Talk no
more ." (III, iii, 57-60) The emotional
growth of Romeo is critically important
to the success of the play, otherwise we
have no reassurance that his love for
Juliet is real. Though he embodies many
of the endearing qualities of the
character, Steven Weber's Romeo
ultimately fails to make the transition
towards maturity. Again one must
question the direction that was afforded
this good actor.
Fortunately, Kathryne Peterson as
Juliet gives a virtually seamless
performance. She is the quintessential
woman / child and wonderfully
embodies the flirtatiousness, innocent
sensuality and intelligence that make
this character one of the most
compelling in dramatic literature.
Occasionally, I had trouble hearing Ms.
Peterson (especially in the I st act), and
at points her strong emotions would get
the better of her speech, causing her to
rush her lines, but on the whole this
performance is instrumental in
providing the production with what
cohesiveness it has. (Again, I would
have to ask Mr. Freedman why he has
Ms. Peterson turn her lovely face

upstage while she talks to the dead
Romeo) .
Since the essential framework in
terms of the relationships between
Romeo, Juliet, and Old Capulet, is
missing, it becomes difficult to
understand the rest of the characters in
perspective to the piece as a whole,
despite good performances . . Marina
Rancic as the Nurse crackled with
bawdy energy, lighting up the stage
whenever she was on, exploring the
comedic value intrinsic in the role but
not mugging; creating character as
opposed to caricature. Truly it is
difficult not to watch this actress.
Preston Maybank as Tybault, Prince of
Cats, captured a physical intensity that,
if not exactly feline , was wonderfully
animal. Perhaps this characterization
most accurately embodied the
viciousness yet pettiness of the
Montague-Capulet feud . The Mercutio
and Benvolio of Mark Zeisler and John
Chardiet comprised an interesting duo
of contrasting character studies, and
Zeisler more so than any other actor
seemed at ease enough speaking verse to
really have fun with it.
The fight scenes staged effectively by
Randy Kovitz, looked a bit silly only
when someone was stabbed, at which
point it appeared that one actor would
gingerly tap another. The dances,
choreographed by Yuli Vzoror, were
suggestive of the period and interesting
to watch, creating a rather haunting
background for the first meeting of
Romeo and Juliet. Brian Covington's
set is really quite a masterpiece, the
perfect blend of versatility and

Kathryne Peterson, SIeve Weber

simplicity, and the lighting by Glenn
Devino, although occasionally tending
to be on the murky side, was often
effective.
Despite his impressive professional
credentials, director Freedman seems to
have given secondary priority not only
to the "refinement" of Shakespeare's
language, but to the dramatic sense
implicit within it. The real success of
Shakespeare is dependent upon his
words, and how well the actors can
understand and express character
through the words. In a production
which repeatedly runs against
fundamental interpetive "givens," one
cannot fault actors who are obviously
competent and trying their best. Rather
it is the director who must accept
responsibility for leading his team down
an inevitably dead end.
The Load, March 9th, 1983
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Calendar
o,f Events
March 9

- 22

Music

Center For the Arts

All events are free, open to the public, and located
in the Recital Hall of the Music Building, unless
otherwise noted.

Student rush tickets, for one dollar, are
for all performances, fifteen minute,s
curtain.

Wednesday, March 9th, 8:00 p.m.
GREGORY HAIMOVSKY, master class, piano

March 10th - 13th, 8:00 p.m. :
Purchase Dance Corps: MARCH CONCERT
Dance students will perform excerps
Petrouchka, Cloven Kingdom, Space
Judy Hogan, Rip Tide by Larry Clark,and
from Para dies, by Kevin Wynn.
programs. For information, call 253-5900.
C

Thursday, March 10th, 8:00 p.m.
JONATHAN IRVING, guest artist, piano
Friday, March 11th, 8:00 p.m.
JOHN HATCHER, senior recital, trombone
Sunday, March 13th, 8:00 p.m.
SUZANNE LOERCH, junior recital, voice
Tuesday, March 15th, 8:00 p:m.
WILLIAM ANDERSON, student recital, guitar

March 12th, 8:00 p.m.
ANDRAS SCHIFF, piano
Hailed around the world as one of the
artists of his generation. The program will
works by Bach and Mozart. Theater B.
Sunday, March 20th, 4:00 p.m.
Greenwich Choral Society. ST. JOHN'S
Bach's birthday celebrated, with this
of his classic work. For more information,
322-4019.

Wednesday, March 16th, 6:00 p.m.
DIANA JAENSCH, junior recital, basoon
Wednesday, March 16th, 8:00 p.m.
RICHARD STONE, senior recital, guitar
Thursday, March 17th, 8:00 p.m.
GREGORY HAIMOVSKY, master class, piano,
choral hall
Friday, March 18th, 8:00 p.m.
BARBARA BOGATIN, guest artist, baroque cello

Films
All films are in the Humanities Auditorium, unless
otherwise announced. Tuesday and Friday films are
$1.00, and Weekend films are $1.50 for students.
Thursday, March 10th, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
Preston Sturges' UNFAITHFULLY YOURS
This underrated classic by the great craftsman of
American screen comedy stars Rex Harrison as an
or~hestra conductor, and is currently being
remade in Hollywood. Combining hilarious,
sophisticated dialogue with Peter Sellers-like
slapstick, the film has every type of comedy
imaginable. The story centers around Harrison's
fantasies about adultery, which come to him while
conducting.
Friday, March 11th, 7:00 and 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday, March 12th, 9:00 p.m.
Robert Altman's POPEYE
One of 1981'~ most underrated entertainments,
Robert Altman's screen version of Popeye,
featuring a perfect performance by Shelley Duvall
as Olive Oyl, and a fine job by Robin Williams as
Popeye. The Harry Nilsson score, and Altman's
ability to create a convincingly cartoon-like world,
make this one of the director's most pleasant films.
Friday, March 11th, 9:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 12th, 7:00 and 11:00 p.m.
W.e. Fields in THE BANK DICK
The comical twang of W.C Fields voice makes for
an apt counterpart to Robin Williams' Popeye, in
the second half of this comedy double feature. This
is generally considered Fields' masterpiece.
Tuesday, March 15th, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
THE STERILE CUCKOO
A strong dramatic performance by Liza Minelli as a
young girl searching for love in this 1969 film.
Thursday, March 17th, 8:00 and 10:30 p.m.
Kurosawa's THE LOWER DEPTHS
This film is an adaptation of Gorky's classic Russian
play about a group of poverty-stricken people
living together in the same hovel. It is directed by
Akira Kurosawa. Known for such films as The Seven
Samurai and Kagemusha, Kurosawa is one of
Japan's greatest directors. The Lower Depths is one
of several films he adapted from Western
literature; he also made versions of Dostoevsky's
The Idiot- and Shakespeare's Macbeth.
Tuesday, March 22nd, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
Preston Sturges' SULLIVAN'S TRAVELS
Joel McCrea and Veronica Lake star in this comedy
about a young director in search of truth, which
remains one of the funniest films about filmmaking
ever made.
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Saturday, March 19th, 8:00 p.m.
Guest artists: RAFAEL TRIO
The renowned trio will give a preview performance
of their upcoming Carnegie Recital Hall concert,
performing works by Brahms, and Dvorak. There is
no admission charge. Each member of the trio has
established a solo career of international stature,
appearing regularly in recital and with major
orchestras through the United States and Europe.
Sunday, March 20th, 8:00 p.m.
PURCHASE COLLEGE CHORUS
Bach's Birthday Celebration. Robert
director.

Fertitta,

Monday, March 21st, 8:00 p.m.
MALCOLM BILSON and ROBERT LEVIN
Guest and faculty duo, special fortepiano recital.
Tuesday, March 22nd, 8:00 p.m.
JONATHAN LIPSCHULTZ, Senior Reeiul. Violin
k." i

,,,,.:p

Lectures
Wednesday, March 9th, 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
National Women's History Week
MARXISM-FEMINISM: ON DISSOLVING
HYPHEN, lecture by Peter Bell
To commemorate the opening of its
Center to the community, SUNY Purcha5e,
cooperation with the Westchester County
For Women, is pleased to announce a series
programs for Women's History Week. The
which continue throgh Saturday, March
all listed in this section of the calendar. This
presented by faculty member Peter Bell wiU
presented in Humanities Building Room
Wednesday, March 9th, 7:00 - 9:00 p.rn.
National Women's History Week
DAY CARE: AN ESSENTIAL NEED, talk by
Ziegler
Ms. Ziegler is the Executive Director of the
Care Council of Westchester. Her talk will
in the Social Sciences Lecture Hall.

Theater
March 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th,
19th, and 20th, 8:00 p.m. (except for 3:00 matinees
on March 13th and 20th)
Senior Acting Company: ROMEO AND JULIET
Gerald Freedman, a director of classical theater,
Broadway and Off-Broadway, opera, and
television, is directing the Senior actors in
Shakespeare's classic Romeo and Juliet. With Steve
Weber as Romeo, and Kathryne Peterson as Juliet.
March 11th, 12th, 13th, 18th, 19th, 20th, at 8:00
p.m., (except 3:00 p.m. matinees on the 13th and
20th)
Plays by Ivan Menchell: LIFE AFTER DEATH
Senior Drama Studies student Ivan Menchell was
the winner of the Howard Stein Award in
Undergraduate Playwriting last semester. These
three one-act plays, ranging from melodrama to
comedy, are connected emotionally by the
feelings experienced after the death of a loved
one. Tickets are $1.00 for students. Dance Lab
Theater.

Thursday, March 10th, 11 :30 a.m.
Visiting Artist Lecture Series: MIRA SCHOR
Painter Mira Schor is this week's guest
Visiting Artist Lecture Series, which is held
Perception Lab, Room 1016, Visual Arts
Open to all.
Thursday, March 10th, 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
National Women's History Week
Film Showing: WOMEN AND SPORTS
Film will be shown in the Fireside Lounge,Ca
Center North.

Thursday, March 10th, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
National Women's History Week
WOMEN AND SOCIAL CHANGE: Talk by
Papachristou
This week's Purchase Focus: Creativity talk wiD
given in conjunction with National Worned
History Week, in the Social Sciences Lecture
Dr. Judith Papachristou, Director of the Cra
Program in Women's History at Sarah Lawrl
College, will lecture on the consistent interesl
reform that has characterized the attitudes
women activists in the United States sincethe
nineteenth century.

March 10th, 7:30 - 9:00 p.m.
. .ftr4IMATOR: Dennis Pies
of a lecture mini-series of film animators,
Pies will show works, incl uding "Sonoma,"
Nocturna/' and Aura Corona." The
" 'Iltinn will take place in the Music Building,

City Line
A guide to cultural events in Manhattan. We invite
you to submit listings.

The Joyce Theater (8th Ave. at 19th) will be hosting
a trio of moderns, Annabelle Gamson, Phyllis
Lamhut, and Don Redlich, from March 16th-20th.
Also appearing on the Gamson program will be
Purchase's own Sarah Stackhouse in a
reconstruction of Isadora's Duncan's Brahms
Waltzes . .

March 11th, 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
Women's History Week
WOMEN: BUILDING A BETTER FUTURE,
Ruby Benjamin
-.otherapist and author Ruby Benjamin will
her talk in Humanities Room 1070.

And to balance everything Qut, John Neumier's
Hamburg Ballet will be appearing at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music (30 Lafayette Avenue) March
15th-27th.

March 11th, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Women's History Week
AND THE WORLD OF WORK: panel

If February was a good month for jazz it looks as if
March will be even better!

Jazz Events
Sweet Basil (88 Seventh Avenue South) continues
their Sunday and Monday night New Jazz series,
Music is an Open Sky, with two of the music's finer,
but lesser known, leaders, trumpeter Ahmed
Abdullah and reedman Henry Threadgill.
Abdullah, known primarily for his contributions to
the loft jazz scene of the 1970's, will lead a quintet
featuring among others, violinist Billy Bang (March
13th and 14th) as AACM-er Henry Threadgill
readies his colorful sextet, consisting of two
drummers, two basses, Olu Dara's cornet, Craig
Harris's trombone, and Threadgill's reeds (March
20th and 21st).

by Camille F. Murphy, Dirctor of the
~ster County Office For Women, this panel
will include: Lenor Janis, President, ERA
Construction Company; Carol Cavallo,
of Personnel Services, Texaco, Inc.;
Piturro, President, Westchester
of Women Business Owners; and
Priest, President, National Alliance of
d Businesswomen, Westchester
. Social Sciences Lecture Hall.

March 12th, 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
n's History Week
POLITIC: THE SEXUALIZATION OF
ABORTION, DEVIANCE
will begiven by Carroll Smith-Rosenberg,
University of Pennsylvania. Humanities
~1arch 12th, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Women's History Week
AND CLASS IN AMERICA: A FEMINIST
talk by Charlotte Bunch
Activist, theorist, and editor of six femi nist
Charlotte B.runch will present her talk
IlllamlleS, Room 1070.
There will be a reception, celebrating
I Women's History Week, in ' the
Lounge, from 9:00 - 10:00 p.m,
by a performance by the women's band,

March 14th, 7:30 - 9:00 p.m.
~tOBERT BREER
well-known animator Robert Breer will
a retrospective of his films made over the
decades, including LMNO, Rubber Cement,
fu~j, and a new work. Humanities

Dance Events
If the variety of events available is any guide to the
health of an art form, dance must surely be one of
the healthiest, for, in the next two weeks, one can
see virtually every type of movement imaginable,
from folk to post-modern, in as many different
setti ngs.
At the Riversid~ Church (120th Street and Riverside
Drive), Ohad Naharivo and Dancers will be
performing on the 9th, 11th, and 13th (matinee) as
Uris, Bahr and Dancers get ready to take over on
the 10th, 12th, and 13th. On the 16th, Tomov
Yugoslav Folkdance Ensemble moves in four a
four-day engagement, March 16th, 18th, 19th
(matinee) and 20th (matinee).
Much further downtown, post-modernist Bebe
Miller will be performing at the Dance Theater
Workshop (219 W. 19th St.) on the 10th-12th, 13th
(matinee) and 14th. Ishmael Houston-Jones takes
over on the 17th-19th and 20th (matinee). A little
further downtown, multi-media artist Kenneth
King will be appearing at The Kitchen (59 Wooster)
March 16th-20th.
At the Mime Studio (83 Leonard Street, 4th floor)
Laura Sega/- Silent Performer, will be appearing on
the 11th and 12th. Call 212-966-1997 for more info.

Merce Cunningham begins his annual two-week
engagement at City Center (131 W. 55th St.) March
15th-27th.

March 15th, 7:00 p.m.
Union Spring Series: ON DEFENSE
Menke, of United Technologies, will give this
in the fireside Lounge at Campus Center

IlNlnesday, March 16th, 8:00 p.m.
appeiuance: BARRY COMMONER
presidential candidate, and well-known
thinker Barry Commoner, will speak on
Politics of Disarmament, in a talk sponsored by
Union, and the Friends of the Natural
Humanities Auditorium. See article in
issue.
March 17th, 11:30 a.m.
Artist Series: HILDA BECKER
,l atographer. The series is held on Room 1016, the
Arts Building Perception Lab. All are invited.

Straight across town at the Jazz Forum (648
Broadway, at Bleecker St.) Mark Morganelli will be
having his own festival in tribute to the noble
contrabass. This First Annual World Bass Festival
wil l feature most of the bassists you've ever heard
of and then some, as groups ranging from Brian
Smith's six-bass World Bass Violin Ensemble
(Wednesday, March 9th) to Milt Hinton's
traditional swing trio, We Three (Thursday, March
17th), join in a celebration of the bass. Some of the
other stand-outs will be Dr. Art Davi~' Quartet,
with violinist Billy Bang (Friday, March 18th), a
double-bill with the Eddie Gomez-Jeremy Steig
Duo, and Reggie Workman's Top Shelf (Saturday,
March 19th) and Mickey Bass' The Cooperation,
with 21 year-old trumpet virtuoso Wallace Rooney,
trombonist Robyn Eubanks and drummer Michael
Carvin (Sunday, March 20th). For more
information on these and other bass groups
appearing at the Jazz Forum between March 9th
and 30th, call 212-477-2655.
Another major March event will be the appearance
of the Modern Jazz Quartet at The Blue Note (131
W. 3rd Street) for a nine-day stay. (March llth
13th, 15th-20th), their first New York nightclub
appearance in 9 years. Call for show times and ask
about the student discount: 212-475-8592.
Latin fans might want to check out the fiery pianist
Jorge Dalto (March 9th-10th) at Sounds of Brazil
(204 Va rick Street) with legendary conga player
Carlos 'Patato' Valdes or alto saxophonist Paquito
.d'Rivera who will be appearing at The Village
Vanguard (7th Avenue South near 11th St.) for the
week of the 8th - 13th.

Thursday, March 17th, 7:15 p.m .
ENVIRONMENTAL AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CONFERENCE
Originally planned for February 12th, a blizzard has
caused the rescheduling of most of the events of
the confernce. There will be two evening
meetings, the next one on March 24th. This
evening's panel will include Orin Lehman,
Commissioner of the NYS Office of Parks,
Recreation, and Historic Preservation, William
Shopsin, an architect and historic preservation
consultant, and Maurice Freedman, a civil
engineer, planner, and principal of Sasaki
Associates, Inc. The meetings will be held in Room
1001 of the Natural Sciences Building.

Thursday, March 17th, 8:00 p.m.
Creativity lecture series: JOHN FORREST
The Purchase Focus lecture series continues, in the
Adminsitration Building's Buffer, with a talk by
Fresh man Studies teacher Joh n Forrest entitled
Naming and Creativity: A Study On Quilts. See
related article in this issue.

Tuesday, March 22nd, 7:00 p.m.
Student Union Lecture Series: ARMS CONTROL
AND NEGOTIATIONS
Deputy Vladimir Shustov, of the Soviet Mission to
the United Nations, will speak. Location To Be
Announced. This is part of the Spring series on
National Security and the Arms Race.
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RSVP: Distinctly Purchase
By David Schwartz

the stage; a white screen pops down

It is easy to see why R.S. v.P.'s from the rafters and we are presented

Wagoner's Wiles
By John Gray
Dan Wagoner may be entering his
fifth decade in 'real' life but on stage he
looks like he's about ten. Moving with
the carefree abandon of a child or
maybe even a large animal, sometimes
clumsy, sometimes graceful, Wagoner is
able to convey in his movement and
choreography a sense of aliveness which
is never less than interesting. Whether
the dance is campy (Spiked Sonata) or
serious (Otjibwa Ango; Stop Stars)
Wagoner is unafraid to plunge in and
take the chance that the audience will
understand (or not understand) his
work on his terms.
Take Otjibwa Ango, Wagoner's piece
about the vanishing Otjibwa tribe, for
instance. As the curtain opens, two
nude looking women in flesh-colored
leotards stride on stage. Silence.
Quickly, one of the two women begins
elongating her stride. Pretty soon, she is
crawling. Finally, she is gone. Before we
are given a chance to meditate on this
striking image Wagoner is off again,
hurling us into the vortex of this
tremendously dense, highly abstract
piece. Only occasionally does he stop
the almost continuous movement flow
for a breather, and then only briefly as a
few of the participants strike a pose.
One I remember had a woman
suspended between two men who would
pull her in different directions as she
struggled to get free .
As the piece goes on, though, certain
movements start to be repeated and
Wagoner's vocabulary, with its swift
changes in dynamic, from frenetic, non
stop movement to abrupt, high-form
poses, becomes more recognizable.
Elements of his three mentors, Graham,
Cunnigham, and Taylor, also begin to

show up as stray contractions and
quirky, discombobulated leaps
juxtapose themselves with an
occasional off-balance balance.
Interaction among the ensemble keeps
increasing, as does the intricacy of their
movements, and then, as suddenly as it
had started, the piece ends, leaving
Wagoner's metaphor for the
destruction of the native American
slightly blurred. Since this was only the
first part of the full three-part dance I
only hope that I can see the other two
sections soon so that I can finish the
story for myself.
In Stop Stars Wagoner replaces the
impacted feeling of Otjibwa with a
feeling of openness and mystery as the
frenetecism of the previous piece is
exchanged for a new slow
voluptuousness. Plaintive whale songs
and other natural sounds accompany
the ensemble, minus Wagoner, as they
move close to the ground, alternately
rolling, crawling, and piling up on it,
attaching themselves like barnacles to
other movers who might venture to
stand up in their earth-bound world.
They resemble notl.ting so much as
colored animals in their combination
red, yellow, blue, green and grey
unitards, linked by a white and red
stripe around their middles. The whole
scene is overlooked by a female creature
in a black unitard who enters every so
often, touching a heaped up pile of
bodies with her eloquent, magical hand
and then leaving with a small, squat leap
over them as she returns to ...
Finishing out the program was the
delightfully wacky Spiked Sonata, set
to radio theme music from the 1930's. A
fitting ending for the beguiling Dan
Wagoner and Dancers.

"structurist" Amy Reusch was able to with slide images of birds in flight, of
find eighty-three students here to act as clocks, and motion pictures of the
performers, creative thinkers, empty chairs of the Dance Lab Theater
materialisers, and technicians for her. where R.S. v.P. takes place; dancers
performance event. R.S. v.P. is so dressed in traditional leotards ser;m
distinctly "Purchase," so fitting a hopelessly out of place as they come on
manifestation of the willingness of to perform, only to be interrupted hya
people at this school to perform, so bunch of students, in street clothes,
sanguine in its attempt to bring Soho to walking across the stage ...
the suburbs, that it could not help but . Th~ i~ages presented .are
succeed in snowballing so many ImagInatIve, often funny, and
students into becoming part of its abundant. Though a few motifs can be
picked up - the frequent animal noises
creation.
There is probably no school in the among the most haunting, the ticking of
world where so many students, during clocks, birds and other animal images., a
the course of the year, for some reason .wandering cocktail party, they are not
or other, have occasion to find tied together by anything other than the
themselves on stage. R.S. V. P. is a surrealist's desire to have us look with
climax of this trend, not only in getting fres~. eyes at what we thought was
69 people into its cast, but in turning the ~amlhar. (At one point, a taped voice
audience into performers and mstructsusto"onlyblinkwhenyouare
participators.
exhaling.")
Program notes handed out before the
It is impossible to clearly judge the
show begins, inform us that "the performance. Hugely ambitious, o:ften
performance has already begun, and hugely entertaining, it was also hugely
you have joined the cast." The ground flawed, especially in the technical area.
rules are set -anything may happen, and Also,. the show raises an interesting
we shouldn't be surprised if one of the questIon - can the audience be criticised
seven ushers, who so aggressively took in such a piece? Obnoxious comments,
us to our seats, were to take us out of and an unwillingness by a few audience
them during the performance, and bring m~~bers to participate, dampened the
us onto the stage. This does happen a SpIrIt of the event. Yet R.S. V.P. seemed
number of times; audience members are so open to technical flaws and
called upon to dance, sit in a group of unexpected audience response that it is
chairs on stage, pass around a hard to criticise the show for this.
microphone, and mimic movements of
At any rate, for a memorably distinct
the performers.
The audience, of course, is not the Purchase performance, and for its many
whole show. Few forms of artistic wonderful moments, we'll give credit
expression have been left out. Members here to the show's ambitious creator,
of a cocktail party casually walk across Amy Reusch.
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-SPEAKER SPOTLIGHT
A Disillusioning Discussion
By Nicholas Griffin
By the end of the February 24th
faculty panel discussion on the nuclear
arms' race, I was overcome with a feeling
of disillusionment of a nature much
different than that which I had entered
the lecture with. This feeling came from
the obvious djversity of elements of the
liberal argument against armament,
presented by John Gitlitz, Peter Bell, Al
Fried, Joel Tannenbaum, and
Manhattanville's David Eisenhower.
This diversity is more of a hindrance
than an asset to the disarmament
movement and peace movements in
general. I don't mean to deny the
validity of any of the lecturers'
arguments. The points made were
concise and convincing. The problem is
that they can't be tied into a cohesive
viewpoint or plan of action. To
illustrate this, we must first look at the
points made in response to each of the
Questions discussed (which also
contributed to the confusion due to
their impossibly broad nature).
The first question dealt with past and
present concepts of nationalism in the
U.S. and U.S.S.R. The first speaker to
address this was Peter Bell
(Economics). He pointed out that the
issue of nations and nationalism is
becoming irrelevant today due to the
enormous extent of international
ization of capital - the American
production of Toyotas, for example.
John Gitlitiz (Political Science)
disagreed with Bell, noting the
he:~htened nationalistic sentiments in
the U.S., caused largely by
unemployment, which is being blamed
on high import levels.

The lecture then went off on two
tangents. The first had to do with the
extent to which the Civil Defense plan is
in reality just a way to placate the
population. Joel Tannenbaum
(Environmental Science) expressed the
belief that the only reality behind the
plan was to entirely write off the Eastern
seaboard in the event of a nuclear
attack. As if that were not bad enough,
Eisenhower claimed that the U.S.
believes that it could effectively absorb
20 million American deaths in the event
of an attack (the word effective used
here as a synonym for second strike
capability).
The next · topic was "nuclear
mentality," and its origins. Fried and
Tannenbaum agreed that Reagan is
representative of the "crackpot" war
monger mentality which is largely based
in southern California. This mentality
was described as an hypnotic force
stimulated by the infatuation with the
missile and the · industrial military
complex as a whole. Bell took a slightly
different approach here. He claimed
that the base of nuclear mentality is in
its economic interests. To illustrate this,
he noted the exchange value of weapons
as a major factor. He then claimed that
W6ilpons build-up by the U.S. and
U.S.S.R. simply show manipulation of
the public with the goal of disciplining·
workers and increasing support for
government by blowing out of
proportion the threat of war, and thus
the need for armament.
These arguments were all presented
convincingly, but one sees that they
can't be so easily tied together. This
becomes a problem with the concise,
focused argument which the liberal is
The U.S. believes it could
pitted against. This became obvious
'effectviely absorb 20 milljon
when Marty LeWinter (Mathematics 
American deaths in an attack. though not a member of the panel, he
,~_ _ _~_~_ _-..____~. effectively became one) stepped into the
The second question addressed the discussion as the lone advocate of right
issue of personal and national security. wing policy. With a few quick, simple
Both Al Fried (History) and David statements, he exposed the basic
Eisenhower (Political Science, weakness of the liberal arguments.
Manhattanville), expressed pessimism
He argued that Americans have every
about the level and justification of both. reason to feel insecure about the
Eisenhower stated that the only real U.S.S.R. because of their expansionist
sense of security would depend on tradition. He argued that this expansion
mobilization against unrealistic U.S. should be considered in the same light
policies and armament. Al Fried, even as Hitler's since the U.S.S.R. has gained
more pessimistic, claimed that there is control of more territory than Hitler
no real sense of security today, due to ever did. Finally LeWinter claimed that
the volatility of international affairs. the Soviets are much less insecure than
The other three speakers all stressed Americans, and justifiably so. He based
types of insecurity other than those this on the fact that the U.S. has never
caused by foreign affairs. Gitlitz and . used nuclear weapons to stop Soviet
Bell both cited the economy as the chief expansion, even when we had the
cause of insecurity. Bell continued by opportunity to do so (in the late 40's,
citing high rates of alcoholism, drug when the U.S. was in sole possession of
addiction, and suicide as measures of the atomic bomb). These arguments
the level of insecurity. Al Fried obviously have their liberal
disa.greed with this hypothesis, claiming counterparts, but still present a
that the level of personal and national formidable challenge for those in favor
security vary in direct proportion to the of disarmament. They demand that
level of armament.
. those arguments become more focused .
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Creativity and Quilt-making
By Caroline Howard
Freshman Studies teacher John the town's coastal society, the women
Forrest will give a presentation called living there, and the quilts produced by
Naming and Creativity: A Study in these women. Forrest feels that the
Quilts on March 17th as part of the creativity in the production of the quilts
continuing Creativity Lecture Series. It lies in sociological influences on the
will be unique in the series, which is womeR ' artists.
being held on Thursdays at 8:00 p.m. in
He will present his theory through a
the Adminstration Building's Buffer, slide presentation, showing the town,
because it will be include a slide show in and various quilt patterns. During the
its presentation.
slide show, Forrest will discuss various
_
decisions the quilt makers must decide
This summer, Forrest lived in a upon, such as what quilt design to use,
coastal town in North Carolina. He will (the name of the quilt pattern seems to
give the town the pseudonym Potuck in reflect on what design is chosen) and
his presentation, for personal reasons. what process to use in order to create
He observed the relationship between the artistic product, the auilt.

Barry Commoner on Peace
By David Lints
Dr. Barry Commoner, former
presidential candidate and widely
known writer and lecturer, will speak on
"The Politics of Disarmament" next
Wednesday, March 16th, in the
Humanities Theater.
Commoner is known for his political
and economic ideas about environment
and energy. A Columbia graduate, who
later studied at Harvard, he is 66 years
old. He has received lO honorary
degrees from various American
universities, has won literary awards for
two of his books, The Poverty ofPower,
and The Politics of Energy, and a third,
The Closing Circle, won the
International Prize for Safeguarding
the Environment.
Beginning in the 1950's, Commoner
was among a small group of scientists
who alerted the country to the danger of
nuclear bomb tests, and helped bring
about the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of
1963. He has been a leading advocate of
ending the arms race, going beyond the
freeze and calling for total nuclear
disarmament. He calls for a new
military policy, to replace piling new
weapons on top of old ones. He asks,
"What are the real threats to the security
of the United States, and how can we
best defend against them?" His answer
is that nuclear war is suicidal, and
therefore cannot defend the country;
that we have no business trying to
control the resources and policies of

other countries and therefore have little
need for conventional forces able to
interfere anywhere on the globe. The
result.ing drastic cut in the present
military budget would free enormous
amounts of capital for the totally
productive investment and would stop
the degradation of social services.
In previous lectures, Dr. Commoner
has pointed out that a major cause of
today's economic difficulties is the
huge, escalating military budget. He
shows how military expenditures,
which are economically unproductive,
divert capital from productive
investments and why a drastic cut in
military expenditures is essential to
economic recovery. All this means
fundamental changes which -major
partry politicans are unwilling to
confront. The vehicle to act on this was
formed several years ago, and
sponsored Commoner as its
presidential candidate in 1980 - The
Citizen's Party.
Commoner advocates active
involvement by the public in the
decision making porocess. Is it wise to
trust the safety of the country, and the
world, to a small body of paranoid,
archaic government officials?
The lecture, which is being co
sponsored by the Student Union as part
of its continuing lecture series on
National Security and the Arms Race, is
scheduled to bemn at 8 p.m.
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T'he DEO Program

The Budget News

Continued From Page 1

Continued From Page 8

been to at Purchase,"
Division DeanAl Hunt.

said Lower

The Good EPC Meeting
The EPC met again, on Wednesday,
but the tone was much different than
Monday's meeting. A resolution passed
18 - 0, which, if approved by the faculty,
will mean:
I. The Freshman Studies and DEO
faculty will be integrated into the entire
L & S program, and will not exist as
separate boards of study. This will make
it impossible, in the future, to eliminate
these programs in one fell swoop. It will
also provide more teachers for
Freshman Studies, and it will allow
Freshman Studies teachers to teach
other courses.
2. The Freshman Studies program
will remain intact, for next year at least,
when an intensive study will be made of
the feasibility of a core curriculum.
3. A preparatory program will be set

up. Freshman will be required to show
writing and reading proficiency, and the
college will provide remedial courses in
these areas.
4. All Arts divisions, except Theater,
will take Freshman Studies, as of next
year.
5. Each division will be asked to come
up with a list of prerequisite courses for
its own majors.

Adminstrative Assembly
Nearly 40 directors, deans, and
administrators were briefed by the
President last Thursday on the budget
situation. Grebstein explained the
SUNY Central plan, and said that there
is stilI no definite word about how
layoffs will take place.
Vice President for Academic Affairs,
Nat Siegel, praised the EPC for their
resolution. "In some strange way, the
campus has risen, in a kind of beautiful
way," he said.

The effects of this are obvious. Fewer
courses will be offered, larger classes
will result, and less contact between
student and advisor will be possible.
Because of the added strain this will
place on the remaining faculty, fewer
new students will be accepted, with
numbers dropping from the present 70
to approximately 45 freshmen. Even
with the reduced numbers, the students
will be forced to go outside of the
program to get those courses once
offered by the DEO professors; and let's
be realistic in our expectation that these
"outside" professors will all of a sudden
have the additional time necessary to
work with the scattered DEO students
thrust in with the rest of their students.
But the problem not only lies in
knowing how to accomodate the
existing students, but also in trying t6
recruit future ones. Recruitment of
EOP and DEO students has never been
an easy process as a personal interview
and extensive application procedures
accompany each student's acceptance
into the program. Now that the
'department is faced with such a drastic
reduction in services, there is real
confusion as how it will be recruiting
participants.
Previously the benefits available to
;EOP students - special advising,
counselling, and teacher contact - were
extended to DEO students as well,
allowing those students who were
academically deprived, though
financially stable, to be admitted to
Purchase and strengthened by the extra
attention of the DEO program. Because
of the present cuts it is possible that only
EOP students will be accepted to the
program and DEO students bypassed
because it is only the EOP program
which is governmentally mandated.
There are several programs now
being discussed should the proposed
cuts be passed. There is talk of
combining all of the lower divisions
with each department taking some
responsibility for providing
introductory courses for the incoming
students. Confusion, disarray, and

endless discussion highlight any such
attempts to reconstruct the crippled
programs, speaking well to the tu[moil
the faculty has been thrown into.
Yet among the many ideas being
bandied about one surfaces as an
underlying conviction, that the
promises made to the present DEO
students will be kept. And though the
cuts look imminent, we can rest secure
in the conviction that our benevolent
professors are willing to bury
themeselvs in the additional worlc.the
cuts will entail. Faith folks, l-oave faith.
Now, get outta here!

ALBANY
The Lobbying-

A Glimmer Of Relief---
Continued from page one

In addi tion, as I reported in my February 8th communication, there must still
be a substantial transfer from our operating budget to supplement the salary
money in order to make possible the restoration of nine faculty positions.
Within those nine positions, five will be restored to Lower Division
(Freshman Studies) and four to the Divisionof Educational Opportunity. The
dominant factor in this decision was to honor all faculty term contracts which
would have been broken by retrenchment. The remaining nine positions likely
to be lost consist of non-renewals already notified or part-time temporary
appoi~tments. They are distributed among five different divisions.
In considering the restorations, we were governed by the same principles that
determined the original scheme of reduction: I) To the extent possible, protect
the academic program and the College's degree majors. 2) Protect faculty tenure.
3) Preserve essential services, especially those directly affecting student life. 4)
Use vacant positions and earned income transfers to avoid terminations. 5) Try
to retain what will be most important to the College in ten YC"drs as now.
Although any relief whatsoever is welcome, obviously both SUNY as a whole
and Purchase in particular remain in jeopardy. Here, as elsewhere in SUNY, the
curriculum will be depleted and the quality of campus services and activities
will suffer, unless there is salient intervention by the Legislature or a sudden
change in the State's funding policies. Until these events occur, we must accept
the likelihood of a tremendous reduction in our resources.
I will continue to do all in my power to advance the College's cause with those
most able to help. However, it is also crucial that we rally as a campus
community to minimize the damage, despite budgetary stre,sses and frictions .
Unless we want Purchase's story to be written entirely in monetary terms, how
we survive as a superior and distinctive institution will depend significantly
upon our own behavior during these hard times. Especially for the near future,
Purchase will need the best efforts of all its citizens--working together.
Sheldon N. Grebstein
President

The Rally
Continued from page 5

on the side of education. Educationisa
side of hope. Education is a belief in our
future; art, electronics, physics,
philosophy, humanities, music. let us
push the nightmares away. There is no
doubt that these cuts are unintelligent
Maybe Cuomo and the members of his
administration better go back for a
SUNY education.
As the students and faculty made
their way back to the buses in the glare
of the Albany sunshine, there was a
feeling of elation and accomplishment
amongst the crowds.

WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S
HEALTH ORGANIZATION
* Free Pregnancy Testing
* Birth Control Services 
* VD Testing and Treatment

~
Of'tmTOIIS18.1NC

Continued from page 4

Summing up the huge Purchase
turnout at the Lobby Day, one student
leader said, "It was a resurgence of a
spirit which has always been at the heart
of Purchase - that the students take their
education into their own hands."

* Problem Pregnancy Counseling
* Abortion Services
* houtine Gynecological Exams



Office Hours
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S'1t, 7:30 o.m.-2:00 p.m.
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Do you wallf to earn some extra lIloney?

II you are a healthy male

between tlie age. oIlS and 40
and would 'ike to participate
in clinical _research;
lor more inlormation Call

The Center for
Clinical Pharmacology
91~347-3500

I didn't know then what life would be like and I
was so filled with hope and enthusiasm ;tnd naivete!
And here I am now, a different person! I know what
my life has been like since then and I think I know
how it's going to go too. I decided it was more fun
not to know.
slightly sick when I saw how all the windows
By Kevin Boland . hadI felt
been smashed. There was not one that had been
missed. Probably kids from White Plains or Port
Chester had done it. Years ago, too. The
It was a strange experience to stand on the Mall maintenance crew here had put boards up, but they
again. The bricks were still here, all right, and I were vandalized and decaying too. It's impossible for
Ibought to myself, well, they'll be here for a long just a couple people to take care of a huge place like ·
bmr after I am dead . The physical structures are this and the State knows it, too . The State is the State
p!t'1t)' permanent. Here and there I noticed signs of and it always has beeD . It has better things to do with
drtrrioration, though . The light fixtures on top of its funds than to waste them on a ghost town like
dleCenter For the Arts were broken and twisted, and ~his.
die metal had rusted in years of rain and there were
I looked into the Library through one of its side
brownish-orange streaks on the wall underneath windows. It was dark inside, but the hole in the
boards was big enough so that the fading light shone
Ihem.
When I had driven in, I could not help but notice in. The books had been removed when the College
the alarmingly large pot-holes in the roads and the was shut down . The inside was a mass of tangled,
parking lots. Sand and dirt practically obscured the bent metal bookshelves and rubbish. Beer bottles
mrface under my feet, and there were large piles of were everywhere and the place smeJIed like it had
been pissed in for years. I withdrew, disgusted.
dtromposing leaves in every eorner I could see.
The light from the sky was fading rapidly and I
I lifted my eyes to the sky. It gave me a feeling of
relief to see that sky ... and memories flooded into my didn't have too much time left here. I had to get back
mind. The sun was setting and the clouds were lit home soon. Back to the normal world. But there was
l11th a beautiful shade of orange and red light. one more thing I wanted to see. I walked a little bit
Purples and turquoises and yellows blended into the farther.
I didn't need to approach it. The bronze had
dttp indigo of the far side of the sky, which hung
cwer the gym just like it used to. The red light on the turned green and its lower portions had been covered
High Point Tower flashed on and off, on and off. I with ten-year-old political graffiti. I guess it had
looked back into the sunset looming over the been too heavy to move away or expensive. It stood,
as always, in the midst of an expanse that I remember
lIIOnolithic towers of brick.
"Now when the young Dawn showed again, with used to seethe with activity on a summer's day, or the
btr rosy fingers .. . " I was reminded of Homer's words first really warm days of spring. Someone would be
whenever I saw a beautiful sunrise or sunset, and playing a flute or a bunch of guys would be playing
~ember first reading those lines at this school.
bongos and bungas and tom-toms. And students
How many times had I hurriedly crossed the Mall to would be walking, lounging, sunbathing, dancing,
go to some class and the Westchester sky would be playing frisbee, dogs would be running, radios
glowing above me fantastically and it would hold would be blasting, colors blaying, hair shining,
m}' attention as I moved among the greenis~blue breezes blowing, smiles flashing.
I felt very old as I stared ~t the barren scene before
tights of the campus to the doors of some building,
its lights merrily glowing through · the glass. The me. Maybe it had always been barren.
I stood there for some minutes. I can't even tell you
buildings blurred past then; your friends were there ·
10 occupy your mind instead. I recalled laughing
what I was thinking: Then a large jet of the new
wilh them outside of Humanities Auditori um while energy-efficient type etched horizontal blues of light ·
we wa~ed to see a film . Or in the Dining Hall, eating in my eyeballs and made the ground vibrate as it
lhat awful food. We would be silly and talk about screamed past. They had enlarged the airport. The 
work, teachers, how much we hated this place, and · plane was black as it flew over the trees.
1ft talked about out exciting ideas, and what we
I turned away and walked through the dim forms
' 'Quld do with them in the future .
·back to my car.
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The Iconoclast
By Eric Stull

1/

There was a job opening, and Winston applied for
tbe position, it was as simple as that. Well, not really
so simple--the job was for a dance critic for a fair
sized daily in a fair-sized city, and Winston perhaps
didn't know quite as much about dance as might
have been desired--he knew the box-step, and not
much beyond.
But what the hell. Winston was a creative writer,
right? He'd. be able to handle·it. So to insure that he
could get this job he so desperately needed, Winston
started his creative writing with the resume that he
handed to his prospective employers, inventing
mythical dance academies in Paris and Vienna
where he was to have received his "training." Then,
to let his employers know that he had the proper
critical attitude for the job, Winston tossed in a few
disparaging comments directed at these
establishments in which he had been "trained,"
commenting with sad resignation how these once
proud academies had unfortunptely declined since
the days when Pierre Deziarn and Andrea Sczekreun
had been les danseuse premiere du France.
Fortunately, Winston's employers knew as little
about dance as he dido-an encouraging sign, to be
sure--and so they neither questioned the mythical
academies nor the mythical danceuse p,-emiere who
Continued on Page 15
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by gary novikoff

--------------------------...'--
A den of iniquity - that's it!
1'1l twn my bedroom into a den of iniquity
A brothel for humanity...
bodies writhing in hedonistic delight
pulsating universes in my bedroom
several bodies sharing one experience
Later crumpled heaps of tired flesh
selfless not selfish
An extended hand here.. .
A curved back there .. .
A head on a pillow...
A foot ...
loose hair...
We are all on this earth to dance
And dance we will
over and over again ...
again; ..
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by c. webb

The Iconoclast
Continued on Page 16

had reigned in a mythical golden age of dance in
France. Hence, Winston Tanner, an overweight, bi
focalled, cigar smoking copyboy from EastPodunk
beat out half a dozen wiry pencil-thin, ramrod
straight ex-dancers from all over the country, all of
whom knew much, much more about dance than
Winston did,but knew perhaps less of how to write
an appealing resume and less of how to snow a
prospective employer. Winston might have felt a bit
guilty about this, had he not comforted himself with
the tought that all those ex-dancers (who couldn't
get a job dancing)--all they wanted tp do was sit back
and criticize a bunch of people who could do
something better than they could,--which was' all
Winston was going to do, albeit from a greater
distance.
Thus Winston became a dancecritic--got a job. To
celebrate, Winston went right out and bought
himself four pairs of woolen leg warmers, and then
proceeded home to rip out the collars of all his T
shirts. But as a reviewer, he was slow to start. His first
few articles were really quite tepid affairs: all he
would do at first would be to go and see the piece in
question (he really did appreciate the free tickets),
resolutely gaze at the flurry of movement on stage
that he knew in his heart to be incomprehensible,
and then jot down notes on his program as would
serve to pad out his review--descriptions of dancers:
"petite" and "slim-waisted" always served for the
ladies; "virile" and "noble-looking" for the men,-
and terse descriptions of action, "e. picks up Z.,
carries her to mid-stage, etc." being a good example.
Then Winston would go home and liberally
sprinkle his review with technical dance jargon
gleaned from an elementary dance text book he'd
obtained from a local library.
The letters that trickled in response to these early
reviews, while they were almost disastrous to
Winston's newfound career, proved to be very
informative, and Winston always learned from his
mistakes. From these letters Winston learned, not
only that some people did read dance reviews printed
in a tabloid that appealed to a solidly lowbrow
audience, but also that he had no hope of beating
dance patrons at their own game. People that went
to the dance out of preference rather than obligation
(as Winston did), simply knew too much about the
subject, whereas Winston knew next to nothing.
Hence, Winston abandoned his dance primer to the
library once more, and took refuge instead in a
simpler and more direct mode of criticism--that of
'strong opinion, or provocation. 
Winston knew, as well as every good writer, that it
is much easier to voice a strong opinion than a weak
one--or, in other words, that it is easier to be one
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sided in an extreme manner than fair in a mild
manner. Winston was looking for the easiest route,
no doubt about it, and so ducked down on this one.
He had only one problem: hehadn't any opinions
about dance. Whenever he left a performance, he was
never sure if it had been bad or good; he was only
confused, and that wasn't an opinion, it was a state.
No opinions--a sad way to be What to do?
'
Winston, in a burst of genius did what came
naturally to him: he made up his own opinions, as
surely as he'd invented those dance academies and
those two foreign-sounding prima donnas. To be
sure, he took hints gratefully when it came to
forming whole opinions--usually, he decided on the
merits of a performance on the basis of how many
tim'es the audience "oohed" and "ahhed' in
appreciation. Henceforth, Winston paid more
attention to what went on before the stage than to
what went on' on top of it. If the audience clapped
wildly at the dance's end, Winston would go home
and write an ode (0 the performance, praising it as
sincerely as if he had really liked it. If the audience
seemed to be applauding more out of politeness than
enthusiasm, Winston would trudge home and
transform himself into a tower of righteous
indignation, sparing no invective in castigating the
offending dance corps for having ther audacity to
present such a travesty of the once-proud art of
dance.
Admittedly, it was not always easy to come up
with a strong opinion on a particular performance.
Sometimes the audience seemed as undecided as
Winston was in respect to a particular dance. At
these times, Winston could be swayea by the most
unscientific events to say yea or nay to his public. If
Winston was walking home from .a very so-so
performance, and happened to overhear a fellow
patron say, "I didn't like it," Winston would be
convinced of the essential worthlessness of the
evening's recital, and it wouldn't matter if the fellow
were talking of the dance or of the mutton he'd
consumed prior.
As a result of all ' this imaginative cntlClSm,
Winston became a great popu,1ar success in his
business. Whereas at the start of his career he had
provoked only a few letters complaining of his bad
taste and general ignorance, now he received reams
and reams of correspondence every day, all of it
denouncing his insulting reviews and calling for his
immediate dismissal. Never had so many' people
read the dance reviews. Everyone at the paper was
proud of Winston. He was his own man, a rebel, an
iconoclast; he refused to knuckle under to the dance
elite; he followed his own star.
.
And, like it or,not, he was the driving force behind
dance criticism for the next quarter-century. .

There must be the hearlbeat
of a thousand winds amid
that lofty V in the early spring 'sky.
They arrive too soon
snow still piled into sleepy drifts,
unfrozen ground not to be found.
Chill winds and crystals
glint white light in the high noon air.
A flute: silve notes cleanly
cut and soar above the one,
standing alone in the sun,
, waiting...
to catch up?
bored with flight?
or just resting in contemplative mode.
Waiting...
for the shadows to transform
from winters' purples to springs' ruddy browns.
One foot affixed
he gazes into the sky,
light bouncing off his beak
reflecting into my eye.
Far off the metal birds
roar out proclaims of contained action,
on ground unstill,
tigers in flight
born of a society of warped strange things,
obLivious and unaware
of the meditations
by this quiet natural neighbor of the air.
Stainless steel and turbofans
will never know
this bLessed tranquility,
too intent on the stress and pace
of. mindless metal fatigue.
So he stands
a monopod in unmoving mode
tasting .the snow
for some morsals of grain
blown about from late' autumn leftovers,
maybe dipping an icy drink.. ..
The liquid notes from the silver wand
colouring the clear blue air
with invisible sounds
melting my frozen emotions,
as frozen as the hearts .
of the stainless birds:
30uls in motion towards
the ultimate light of the divine.

Viewpoints

...,.

Editorial-

Heroes Amidst The Chao's
Last fall, President Grebstein sent a memo to the school's Deans and
Directors, asking them to prepare for a "catastrophe budget" which would
Illume the loss of 15 positions. Now, the number of positions to be lost has
acme (rom 89 to 62 (more than four times the "catastrophe") and we are
lilting of "a glimmer of relief."

The point of this is simply to illustrate the insanity of the current
ituation. Faced with a catastrophe mUltiplied by six, and next to no time to
iact, Purchase was sent into a paralyzing daze. One day, Freshman Studies
is out, the next day, it's in. A faculty committee is at war one day, and two
days later, works harmoniously to pass a 'resolution, 18~, which will
integrate the Letters and Science College. Even SUNY Central doesn't

know whether or not it will be sending out layoff notices this week.
It's hard to find heroes among such absurdity. It was stunning, therefore,
to see more than 200 students react with strength,spirit, and determination
to the crisis. Within a few days, under the leadership of the Student Senate,
a letter-writing campaign was mounted, a demonstration was staged at the
Center For the Arts, and a group of students, bigger, in proportion, than
any other SUNY school, went to Albany for a day of lobbying.
The enthusiasm, civility, andknowledge displayed by the students show a
spirit which was always supposed to be at the heart ofthis school: a desire to
take one's education into one's own hands. The students proved themselves
ready to participate in the governance of this college, and ready to take a
strong hand in the shaping of its future . .

The Grebstein Interview
indi,vidual tutorial...this is the European model. It's
terribly competitive. It's essentially an honors
program.
Purchase is essentially an honors college, it was
almost exclusively conceived of as an honors college. I
think it's wonderful. It's an honors concept, and I
think we need that. The college has tried, and it hasn't
worked for most students, as they indicated by voting
with their feet.
Last fall, you saw the prospect of 15 cuts as a
"catastrophe. n Now, we're see.ing 62 cuts as a "glimmer

Continued From. Pale Sb

Bow about the great unfulfilled promise here, of
,.",ining the arts and liberal arts. That's an area of
iii potential...
We're going to do that.
B"",1
We'l fUld a way. We'll do that.

If. a start tlult everyone will be in Freshman
SIwIits, tltll1 there will be more arts classes open next
..ater to L 4 S students...
We'll do that. It takes a commitment from both
ides that has not been made sufficiently for it to work.
It's interesting that you cited what I consider to be
lOme interesting structural and technical experiments,
but those aren't the whole of education.
To me, a grading system is a technical. part of it.
Pwthase always had a grading system, and a very
Jiaorous grading system, and one that was always
hoght with tensions, and competition. When you
hPe • school that has a Junior Field exam, and
ildividual narrative evaluations, and a concept of
hooors and failure, what could be more competitive
!ban that?
The Oxford model is the most competitive, elitist
model in the world. That was one of the models for the

ofrelief. " Wlult will life be like around here next year?
Hungrier. There will be a depletion of parts of the
curriculum, the faculty will be stretched. The worst
impact will be on services. Proportionally,9 out of62
leaves a lot of burden for other than the curriculum to
bear. Some offices are really going to be hurt.
You often say that your decisions are made with the
Purchase of 1993 in mind. Do you Iulve a specific idea
of what the school wiN be like then?
Well, I still believe' most of what] said in my
innauguration speech last April, in which I had a belief
in the growth of the school, in quality, in numbers, in
reputation, in community service. I think that
Purchase has a magnificent future. Clearly we're in the
midst of a storm that has knocked us down briefly, but
we'll get up.

What will be different about the school?
I think that O .l.£ configuration may change. A lot of
that .will perhaps be decisions beyond our control,
made at the state levd. Our plan was to keep the Arts
.. at about their present status, and to grow substantially
in the Liberal Arts. I'd like that to happen. I'm not sure
it will. The areas of growth that we are seeing are in the
Arts, where we are turning away students who want to
be here, and in the-community.
I think the fact that we're the public university in
Westchester County, along with what's happeningin this
county, with its wealth, its corporate money and
power, its citzenry who are desirous of further
education of all kinds ... the undergraduate resident
may not be the dominant force in Purchase iIi ten
years, as now. Community adults students must
become much more important, or part-time students. I
think that's a part of the college's future that it hasn't
confronted yet.
Another possibility is that SUNY may decide that
Purchase is to be the major arts institution in the
system, and they may encourage us and give us the
resources to expand in the arts. Now, I don't believe
that one can be exclusively an Arts institution. You
can't have strong arts programs without strong liberal
arts programs. But the relative size of those may be
different.

A Body Without Legs
By Ina Schlesinger
DEO Faculty Member
(17Itfollowing piece was written before it was learned
lhal there will be a restoration of at least nine of the
p1oposed faculty cuts. It can still be seen as a timely
tommentaryon the philosophy behind the decisions. td.)

The rationale of the recently announced proposed
budget Cllts was based, according to President
Glebstein, on two principal considerations:
I. The need to preserve degree-granting programs
(with the exception of Urban Studies);
2. The need to preserve tenure.
In fact, the cuts in faculty positions concentrated
omwhelmingly on programs designed for Freshmen
ml Sophomores, with the effect of wiping out
Freshman Studies completely and reducing the DEO
10 drastically as to make it impossible for the program
tosurvive. Projected dismissals offaculty seem to have
been made on no basis other than their participation in
tbe two programs which were considered expendable.
Seniority (other than tenure), terms of contract,
_bing effectiveness or professional qualifications
donofseem to have been factors which influenced the
decision.
I would like to raise some serious questions about
these criteria. The College of Letters and Sciences'
weakest spot has always been the course offerings for.
Freshman and Sophomores. A student entering
hrchase as a Freshman - at least prior to the
establishment of Freshman Studies - has no identity in

the eyes of the college. The registration form asks
him/ her to state his "division," but one has no division
until one is a jUnior and selects a major. Only DEO
. students belong to a division before their junior year
(ed. - We assume this article is only about the Letters
and Sciences program) and have a program and a
structure to identify with. Freshman Studies at least
offered Freshmen a common experience and
competent advising. Sophomores ?utside of DEO

Purchase may become a body trying to
walk without legs - upper division
students will be asked to cope with
high quality major programs, without
the necessary lower division preparation.
"float," without their Freshman Studies advisor or a
"Divisional" affiliation, they belong nowhere.
Outside of DEO . there is · no structure for
sophomores. Until this past year the Humanities and
Social Sciences made no distinction between courses
for Seniors and Freshmen; at present, nunbering of
courses is a little more precise, but not much. No
wonder 2/3 of the students who are admitted drop out!
Recognizing that low enrollment made their
program too expensive to maintain and realizing the

need for a structured Lower Division program, the
DEO faculty last year submitted to the campus a
proposal for a restructuring of the Division. We
suggested that a core faculty made up of DEO and
Freshman Studies instructors should offer a stable
Lower Division program, with faculty from other
divisions participating on a rotating basis. This
proposal was never mentioned by anyone, let alone
discussed . The needs of Freshmen and Sophomores
are still not being fully met.
Under the circumstances, doing away now with the
only two programs which attempt to address these
needs seems incomprehesnible to me. Nor do I
understand the concept of "degree-granting
programs." If this means major programs, we will have
to face one of two equally unpalatable facts:
I. Either Purchase becomes a body trying to walk
without legs - upper division students will be asked to
cope with high quality major programs without the
necessary lower division preparation;
2. or "degree-granting programs" will have to
reduce their offerings so as to allow their faculty to
teach Lower Division courses.
In either case it is unclear to me how these programs
can be said to have been "protected."
Purchase needs a program for all of its students. If
cuts have to be made, they should be made with the
intention of "protecting" the integrity of the program
on all levels.
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A Premature Announcement

. in Albany to devastate our college without putting up
a good struggle against our opponents. Grebstein is
submissive to his authorities, yet delinquent towards
his responsibilities as leader of this college.
Out of the fear of losing his job Grebstein retreats
from .the political arena, like a coward. Instead of
serving his task of defending our castle, our Purchase,
he agrees to eliminate faculty members which
consequently means less variety of classes, and larger
amounts of students crammed into one class. With this
having been said, I'd like to end with this question: If
. Grebstein is selling us out to Albany's pro-Reagan
advocates and is a pawn and perhaps a coward, who
will stand up and represent our rights towards an
ed ucation?
'

From An' Astute Reader '

Dear Editor,
To the Editor,
On Wednesday, February 16, President Grebstein
Just when I thought you'd outdone yourself with
announced in a Faculty meeting that, because he felt
your February 9th issue you went even one better Oil
that it "would be unfair and unkind to have people
February 23rd.
dangle over the fire any longer," he would inform the
For both content and format The Load has become
Divisional Heads of his recommendations for possible
the best I've seen in the 3 years I've been at Purchase.
position cuts. The people occupying the lines in
Even my non-Purchase friends have commented on
question were duly informed later that day by these
the vast improvement.
same Divisional heads.
At a time when we are all concerned about tbe
The Language and Culture Board received no such
continued development of Purchase it is heartelllingto
notification. Nevertheless, the following day, we read
see such positive development in the area of ~
in a Load broadside posted on the walls of the
student newspaper.
Humanities building, that included among the
Thanks!
Camillo J. Messina
positions cited for possible elimination were "2 part
Miriam Sarnoff
time Spanish positions."
Office for Campus Centers aDd
(If Purchase was so "idea/" years ago, why has its
This was a rude shock to us all, and especially to the attritrion rate always been so horrible? Since most of
Student Activities
two faculty holding the Spanish positions in question. the outstanding faculty from three years ago are still
We immediately tried to find out the source of this here, why does the "reality" of devoted faculty no
. information. Although we were assured that this longer exist? What alternative did Grebstein have to
information had been officially verified, we have also submitting names, considering that ifhe didn't, SUNY
Dear Editor,
been reassured - officially - that no administrative would have picked the names themselves, as was the
decision has been made relative to these two Spanish case for 11 positions at Oswego? If President Grebstein
The cartoon that appeared on page 15 in the last
positions.
issue
of The Load is not very original or funny.
wants to keep his job, why would he also want to
Wf! wish therefore to express our indignation over single-handedly destroy the school? Times are bad, but
Perhaps Mr. Berenyi thinks he's very clever and witty
the release of this inaccurate information which has let's see a little more research before such personal having his character exclaim, about his vacuum
'led to painful confusion and unwarranted anxIety generalizations are thrown around. See Ina
cleaner, "Hey! This really sucks!" This clever pun
among both students and faculty, arid to reaffirm the Schlesinger's commentary on page 17 for a thoughtful originated many years ago in the carpet industry. Who
integrity of the Language and Culture program.
. critique of the President's decisions. -ed.)
else would be concem::d about .how well a vacuum
cleaner could suck? As a matter offact, in the late 50's,
Sincerely,
before I was born, my father befriended our
Philipp. Wehle,
neighborhood's vacuum cleaner dealer and used toeaU
for The Language and Culture Board (Philippa
anonymously and say "Your vacuum cleaners sUlck!"
We hie, Coordinator, Naomi Holoch, Ronnie
Now Mr. Berenyi, in the 50's this joke was clever and
Sharfman, Gari LaGuardia, Gregorio Rosenblum, Dear Richard Rogers,
funny. Thirty years later I feel it has lost its cleverness.
Maria Gagliardo, and SoniaAssa) . Acting Dean of Theater Arts and Film,
At a time when the campus faces considerable Perhaps I could say that the cartoon "sucks."
financial
adversity, one 'Would hope that we all
(Our information came from a person at the Budget
Very truly yours,
Committee meeting on February 16th, and was respond to this in the best sense of"community." You,
Jon Crystal,
confirmed by a member of the Executive Staff oj the the other Fine Arts Deans, your faculty, staff, and
The son of a carpet maven
Administration. We're sorry, then, that there's still . students have certainly done this.
Both Shel and I thank you for the ways in which you
confurion. -ed.)
have volunteered and reached out to help Letters and
Science and each other.

When we met on Monday, I felt as good as could be Dear Editor,
as the Arts Deans volunteered coursework and their
This is to correct that son of a carpet maven. First, I
Dear Editors,
own
instructional
services
to
Letters
and
Science
think
the cartoon that appeared in th,e February 2lrd
Three years ago Purchase was viewed as being an
students.
issue
of
The Load is clever and funny. Second, Ioupi
ideal haven for intellectual prosperity to flourish. A
With the threatened loss of a technical position in to know because I am that vacuum cleaner dealertbat
prospective student entering at t~e time could have
anticipated to attend a college in which you were Dance, and what this means to Dance students, I Mr. Crystal's father used to call. This joke didn't start
considered as a person, and not just a dam (sic) thank you, Alvin Brehm, and your respective with Mr. Crystal's phone calls, it started at a vacuum
Divisions, for the technical help that you have offered cleaner salesman's convention in 1945. Almost 40
number. A place which offered a variety of un
to Dance students for the remainder of the semester 'years later, it is still exciting and funny to see youns
crowded classes taught by a dedicated faculty.
Unfortunately today this is no longer a reality but and the imaginative plan that you have projected to people keep up th~ tradition ofgood humor. 1 applaud
Mr. Berenyi for his funny and very original rendition
rather a memory for those of us who remember care for the essential needs of Dance students for 1983
84.
I
know
that
it
comes
out
of
your
own
hides.
of
this joke. Yes, ,a fter 26 years Mr. Crystal still calls
Purchase during its golden era. We can blame our
Our deepest thanks to all of you. You are all and tells me that my vacuum cleaners suck.
State's elitist politicians who support Mr. Reagan's
notion of providing a higher education only towards tremendous and, for me, make the essential Purchase
Thanks, and keep up the good work.
the rich and wealthy of this country. Our education is something very much worth preserving.
Lou K.aye,
Cordially,
being dismantled, and Mr. Grebstein is "flowing"
I sell vacuum cleaners
Nathaniel H. Siegel
along with Reaganomics. Furthermore, this absurd
Vice President for
notion of providing only the wealthy classes with an
Academic Affairs
education is part of what I call "political chess."
As a rule, all chess games consist of several pieces,
each having varying power over its subordinates. The
most ample piece is the pawn, which is relatively a
'piece of minute power, yet an important instrument Dear Editors,
since it does have the potential to create a "check
This letter is in response to the article by Eva Papp,
mate," thus winning the game. In "political chess," the "The Artist as Worker." .
Anyone who might think that the words art,
creativity
and process , can be reduced to the same
Mr. Grebstein is a pawn in this ruthless game
. meaning is incorrect. In general, art is that which is
ofpolitical manipulation. Being a pawn,
aesthetically meaningful, a process is a means of
Grebstein doesn't have much choice ...
production leading towards a particular result, and
creativity is spontaneous inspiration.
It is true that people are intrinsically creative,
stakes are our lives. The Pieces are our politicians and
leaders. The boards (stages) are our topographical however, all creative people are not necesarily artists.
areas such as New York State or . more explicitly Being creative is only one aspect of what an artists is.
SUNY at Purchase. And each game's issues differ, this In order to completely define what an artists is one
must take into consideration technical prowess,
one is over Purchase's livelihood and existence.
. .Mr. Grebstein is a pawn in this ruthless game of historical perspective, originality, a deep
political manipUlation. Being a pawn, Grebstein understanding of the intended art form, and much
~l,.;!;.
.., :
doesn't have much choice in making decisions. His more.
n~~
~
role is to be an obedient "pawn," a good soldier that
Simply because you dance does not make you a
will carry out his orders. But even a pawn has its task.
Grebstein's job is dual. Loyalty to his King (Governor .dancer. It is a dangerous thing for someone to lower
Cuomo) and to his domain (Purchase). Grebstein is something great in order to reach it.
Letters for the next issue are due on MondllJj
Any compromise between levels of integrity always
. not doing this effectively. He is only catering to his
March 14th. They may be sent to The Load
superiors, while neglecting his "Purchase" students as results in some level below the Ideal.
subsidiaries. He is allowing those political cutthroats
V. Culbertson
mailbox at the Info. Booth at CCN.

Another Cartoon Controversy!

Some News is Good News

A Quick Rebuttal From Lou

Grebstein: Pawn or Coward?

Articulate Artist Department

I
t
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Seed Crystal Bul'letin-

Terran Consciousness Emerging
By Cary G. Rubin .
In the months following the climactic rally for world
peace at the U.N. Special Session on Disarmament,
the Eighties Movement has entered a period of
clarification and definition that will chart the course of
activism for the years ahead. We can now begin to see
the emergence of several trends that are part of our
societal transformation from a Second Wave to a
Third Wave civilization.
The Eighties are becoming a time of new concepts
and new directions; a decade that will affect a political
paradigm shift carrying us beyond the obsolete Left
Right spectrum of political identity. Seed Crystal
Bulletin is a local manifestation of this process,
exemplifying a renaissance of innovative thought
among the student of the 1980's.
Welcome to the future!

•••
1. The Eighties Movement is a positive movement.
It is a time of creation rather than destruction. Our
movement is a fusion of ideals previously grouped
under the categories of Ecology, World Peace, and
Evolutionary Technology (Alternative & Third Wave
technology), now united into a coherent, holistic
perspective that we call Terran Consciousness. This
term is derived from astronomer Carl Sagan's popular
phrase, "planetary consciousness," and the Latin
name for the planet Earth. "Terran" is a more dynamic
synonym for Earthling or Earth-being. We seek to
develop a new culture for technological civilization
that will allow it to function in harmony with the
ecosphere of Earth, the evolutionary directions of life
in the cosmos and the individual rights of sentient
beings.
2. The Eighties Movement begins where our
predecessors left off. The heights of previous periods
of accelerated cultural evolution are our starting
points. Equal rights, non-violence, sexual libeation,
individual freedom, religious and ethnic brotherhood
are not the issues we will be debating. We accept these
implicitly as the foundation for further progress and
move onward to the new frontiers of tomorrow.
3. The Eighties Counterculture is a futuristk
tllltlUe. It will be heavily influenced by new
technologies, new art forms, scientific theories and
science fiction. Don't worry, lab coats are not going to
be the next fashion. Terran culture will be as creative,
irreverent, and rebellious as ever, only now we have
some new toys to play with: computer networks,
performance art, public access satellite t.v., fa-ntasy
simulations like Dungeons and Dragons, visualized
music and laser imagery. The new culture will share
many qualities with the two that came closest to our
ideals in the past. It expands upon and updates the
culture of the Native American tribes and the
counterculture of the 1960's, exhibiting the acceptance
and advocacy of new applications of technology which
was not a major characteristic of either.
Science has become more interesting to the general
public in recent years. A new series of scientific
paradigm shifts have . shaken the traditional
Newtonian-era mechanistic view of reality, from
Einstein's well-know theory of relativity to more
recent reconceptualizations such as Prigogine's theory
of dissipative structures, Lovelock's Gaia hypothesis,
Pribram's holographic theory ofthe mind and Capra's
description of the Tao of physics. If proven valid,
Rupert Sheldrake's morphogenetic field theory
promises to completely revolutionize biology and has
the most incredible implications for the strategies
needed to achieve meaningful social change.
Attitudes towards the peaceful utilization and
colonization of outer space will undergo a shift very
similar to what we are now experiencing)n regard to
llb
£
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computers. Once the general public becomes familiar
with the concept of the Gerard O'Neill-type space
colony as something within our reach in the near
future and is made aware of the many potential
benefits for life here on Earth, space colonization will
become a major issue for political advocacy. It will
probably enter the political arena before 1990.
4. .The Eighties Movement is going to get out of the
prote&t bU!Jiness and move into the alternative
community business. We will actualize the type of
society we envision in solar powered, self-sufficient,
Third-Wave experimental communities. Here, we can
introduce and perfect the social, political and
technological innovations needed to carry us into the
Twenty-first Century. The Terracon organization is
already at work planning the world's first Third Wave
alternative community as a coalition project between
several Eco/ holistic groups in the Northeast. Many
others will surely follow. We must create a viable,
sustainable alternative to selling out to the
Establishment system for those who are ready for
something different if we hope to achieve lasting
cultural change. Being part of the Eighties Movement
should not be like living in Iran. It should be like living
in Hobbiton 200 l.

exist between cooperatives, maintaining the incentives
for quality and innovation not found in the monolithic
bureaucracies of Socialist countries. The goal of the
economy becomes minimizing required employment
to give everyone more time for creative, meaningful
activities, eventually approaching what we, today,
would call" 100% unemployment."
6. The Eighties Movement will attempt to alter the
mass media and the educational system. These are the
two institutions that exert the greatest influence upon
our culture. With every new generation, we receive a
new chance to undo the mistakes of the past. We have
been blowing it because we spend too much time
protesting against political bureaucrats and have not
systematically targeted the institutions that shape the
values of our society.

... it expands upon and updates the
culture of the Native American tribes
and the counterculture of the 60's ...

5. The food co-op will supplant til! Marxist
revolution as the model for developing an equitable
economic structure in post-industrial society.
,Neighborhood cooperatives are going to prove
themselves to be the most desirable means ofachieving
economic transformation, demonstrating an
applicability and an acceptability that traditional
Marxist strategies no longer possess. Through
participation, people become familiar with the reasons
for the superior quality and cost-effectiveness of their
local food co-op; a decentralized, directly democratic,
equitable institution. During a decade when very few
institutions of any sort are working well (especially the
large bureaucracies), the neighborhood food co-op
has emerged as the most viable organizing structure of
the Eighties Movement, surpassing even most campus
groups in activity and continuity.
After they become well established, food co-ops
tend to expand into other social and political
endeavors, functioning as centers of their
communities. Finally, someone gives the topic a little
thought, and makes the connection: "Why don't we
run our industries the same way? The workers would
have a greater incentive to improve productivity
because they would share directly in the benefits of an
efficiently run business. The result of automation
would be more free time for everyone instead of
unemployment." This logic will make itself apparent
to people in all parts of the country, from a
conservativce rancher in a mid-west food co-op to a
radical neo-hippie in an urban food co-op. Co-ops
have been springing up everywhere, teaching
mainstream America that there is a better way to run
an economy. But, hey, wait a minute! The workers
controlling the factories? No ruling class stealing the
profits? It would sound like Marxism, if it wasn't for
the lack of a proletarian state and the fact that the
victors do not define themselves in terms of their
economic roles. Free market competition would still

Our eneniies are not "evil" in the usual, emotion
packed sense of the word. Their actions result from
being disconnected from anture, unaware of their
evolutionary role and, most of all, being trapped in
game structures that go round and round in vicious
cycles. The best analogy is to a very complex computer
program that has become caught up in a closed loop
down in the subroutine of a subroutine. The world is
narrowed to a limited frame of reference, a limited set
of responses. They must be prevented from destroying
our planet, but hatred is not the appropriate reaction.
We must find effective ways to raise the level of
consciousness and understanding of the popUlation at
large. There is no inevitable "us and them." Whether
today's creative rebels are produced by nature or
nurture, it is evident that the limiting factor to the
development of humanity is environmental. The
problem is in the "software" and can be fixed through
changes that are within our power to prod uce.
Cultural reprogramming is the art of the future.
7. The Eighties Movement will take a scientific,
experimental attitude to political and economic
theories. If it does not work, out it goes. We reject
dogmatic ideologies from both the Right and the Left.
The Soviets do not have the answer. Neither does
Lebanon, Iran, or EI Salvador. The future does not lie
here. The new world will begin on the North American
continent, as the leading edge youth of post-ind ustrial
civilization become determined to redirect the
knowledge gained in the pursuit of economic growth
to save our planet from ecological catastrophe and
reach out to the new frontiers that surround us in
Earth and in space.
Our movement is also sophisticated and will be
tough to please. We won't get fooled again. We aren't
going to settle for whomever is bland enough to satisfy
the lowest common denominator. Walter Mondale?
John Anderson? Surely you jest. Jerry Brown was the
last hope for doing anything through the Democratic
Party and they let it slip through their fingers .
Eventually, a bunch of us are going to get together and
do it the right way. The Citizen's Party and Europe's
Green Party are close to what is needed. If the
traditional parties cannot give us true leadership, the
generation of the Eighties is going to provide some of
its own.
The first item in the agenda is ending the threat of
nuclear extinction. Watch for a bold new plan to halt
the arms race, in the next Seed Crystal Bulletin.
Comments? Criticism? Send them to mailbox 1672.
The Load. March 9th, 1983
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We'd like to hear your opinion - do you think we should keep our
name. If you think we should change it, and you have a suggeslion.
send it to us. Entries for the Load Name Change contest should be
sent, by March 16th, to The Load. Suggestions may be dropped off
at the Information Booth at CCN. The winner will be selected by
ail impartial committee - it is then up to usto decide whether or nOI
to accept the new name.

The Load's First
Name Change Contest
An anonymous donor has offered $100 to the person who can come
up with a new name for the school newspaper.
This is not a joke.

Briefly put, here are the arguments for and against changing the name. For the
change: Increased respectability, as the paper becomes a weekly publicdtion, and
is more looked at by the campus as a serious n ewspa per, the name should change
to reflect thi s. Also, many find the images conjured up by our present name crass
and vulgar. Against changing the name: As one fa culty member put it, "It's
worth the embarrasment of the name to preserve continuity. The Load is a
unique name, and a tradition , and for those reasons , many feel it should nOI bt
changed. What do you think ?
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I think you're
going to win
that bet.
-N.
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dara. kim. mr. bob (pt~· k sk ill. pt't'kskill).
chris . phil. amy . rnaira. cunis. billy. char li e.
charl olle. stephanie. larry. ll1ark. mr. bill. ('ri('.
dave. juli e. dC'bbie. paula. david gilrfild. p('\er
hUllon. sandy. jdf and jot'. wendy. timm y.
rocco. ned. hal. e1ephanl [ret'. big elmo. donna.
jesse. dan. jdf. frank. bob. and ilnyone else I
might have forgoll('n . Thanks for a coo l vi sit.
see you soon. D('b jell.

don't worry if you fucked up all the pictures for
this issue, Paul. I forgot to tell you. Because of
the new budget cuts, your sabbatical is now
terminated employment. Sorry, you'll get your
pink slip next week. (But if I get an A in J.H.'s
class, you'll get promoted to an editor next year.
Think it over.)
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Single girls, do you have the Valentine's Day Blues?
Well, you can buy
BRAND NEW 1961 JUNIOR LITERATURE MAJORS
for only $1.00 over the cost their parents paid for their birth
costs (Dealer circumsion included)
in our Spectacular Valentine's Day Holdover Inventory Sale!

Only 2 boys left in stock from our inventory, so you must

HURRY!
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HORRY(HURR~!
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Dea r T.L.D.
Thanks for lhe notl'S, you're a sweetheart!
P.S. Did I te ll you you wl're tl'rrifi c LOday?
Love and Cannollis!
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To all you F.P.D.ls
out there •.• the
revolution is coming!
Beware! love a
rhino-woman and
be cool.

Joey Stock, no. 2936

~

Paul Stock, no. 0016

Come see them on display in our air conditioned factory authorized
showroom located at C-129-C in the C-Wing of the Purchase dorms.
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jim - Rut soft what light through yondl'r
window breaks? Tis the yeast and juliet is the
sun...
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To the committee,
I've lost my soul
I think it was last week
because I haven't felt the same in days.
If you can help me
find it
I would really appreciate it.
-Carol Marol
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Order not toll free

*

24 hours. with Mastercard, Visa. or American Express
251-1230.

-Sus i e Ell i son

New! Full color catalog $2.00!
Free with any purchase!
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hilS been n shocking eX/Jeriel1Ce'
-Syh'ia
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One of the mos'[ eagerly awaited photographs
of all time!!
THE GOLDEN YEARS OF ULTIMATE
FRISBEE
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In a bucket

sock('!, Slick it ..
Don ' t be afraid.
Don'l bl' afraid.
To tast(, il.
Suck il.
Go: Reig(' sedan
choom. choom. choom .
dry cactus, dry wind
slam tilt' door
on the monsl('!'.
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SlOP: B('ige Sedan!
Put YOllr love,
PUI your loW'

·Gila, 1983
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To all of our friends,
Thanks for your love and support.
Love, Katy 's Mommy
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